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Abstract
We rre concerned with two problems. Firstly, given 
a ring R and sn epic R-field K, under whet conditions 
can K be fully ordered? Epic H-fields cen be constructed 
in terms of matrices over R; this makes it natural, in 
describing full orders on K, to consider matrix cones 
over R rather than ordinary cones of elements of K. 
Essentially, a matrix cone over R, associated with a 
given ordering of K consists of all square matrices 
which either become singular or have positive Dieudonne 
determinant over K. We give necessary and sufficient 
conditions in terms of matrix cones for (i) an epic R- 
field to be orderable, (ii) a full order on R to be 
extendible to a field of fractions of R and (iii) for 
such an extension to be unique.
The second problem is finding K^(U(R)), v/here R is 
is a Sylvester domain and U(R) denotes its universal 
field of fractions. Let R be a Sylvester domain end let
2. be the monoid of full matrices over R. We show that 
E^(U(R)) is naturally isomorphic to CL (S.), the univer­
sal abelian group of ^ . The inclusion R £ U ( R )  in­
duces a map K^(R) K^(U(R)) ; we also prove that if R
is a fully atomic semifir (e.g. if R is a fir) then
%(U(R)) =K^(R) X D(R),
where K-,(R) denotes the image of K-^(R) in (^) )
and D(R) is the free abelian group on the set of equiva­
lence classes of stably associated matrix atoms over R.
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Introduction
Let R be a ring; by an epic R-field we mean a (not 
necessarily commutative) field K, together with a homo­
morphism K  : R K which is epic in the category of 
rings. V/hen R is commutative K can be characterized by 
k e r X . For general rings this no longer holds; however 
P.M. Cohn has shown that K can be characterized and con­
structed in terms of the set of matrices over R which 
become non-singular over K. Thus every statement made 
about an epic R-field can be expressed equivalently by a 
statement about matrices over R.
In the first two sections of Chapter 1 we recall 
the necessary background material, with proofs v/henever 
practicable. These sections have been included partly to 
make the thesis more self-contained and partly because 
the notation of [4], the standard reference, has somewhat 
changed. In §1.3 the universal fields of fractions (see 
$1.2 for the definition) of certain free rings are con­
structed as a subfield of an ultrapower of a field.
In Chapter 2 we study orderings of epic R-fields.
Our most important tools are matrix cones; these are 
analogues of the positive cone associated with a partial 
order on a ring. Vfe formulate Ssele’s theorem, in terms 
of matrix cones, which states that a field can be fully 
ordered if and only if it is formally real. We also dis­
cuss the problem of extending a full order on a ring R 
to an epic R-field containing R. Two sections have been 
included which deal with corresponding problems for mo-
noicis and groups.
In Chapter 3 v/e study the abelianized multiplicative 
group of the universal field of fractions of a Sylvester 
domain R (see $1.2 for the definition). It turns out 
that this abelian group can be obtained as the universal 
abelian group of the monoid of full matrices over R. For 
certain subclasses of Sylvester domains more explicit 
results are proved; these depend on Cohn*s unique factori­
zation theorem for full matrices over a fully atomic se­
mifir.
We remark that a more detailed introduction precedes 
each chapter.
Theorems etc. are credited as they occur, most of 
the uncredited results are original except those of sec­
tions 1.1 and 1.2 which have been collected from [4], [5] 
and [6] .
I vdsh to thank Professor Cohn for his generous and 
constant help throughout my work. I also thank the re­
feree of [18] for his comments and suggestions.
Terminology and conventions
Mappings are written on the right with the excep­
tion of the determinant map, thus the image of a é A 
under the mapping f : A — ^ B is written (a)f or a .
The image of A under f is denoted by A .
All rings are assumed to be associative with a unit 
element 1. Let R be a ring, we put R^ for the set R\£Oj. 
R is called an integral domain if R^ is a monoid under 
multiplication. A non-zero element of R is said to be an 
atom if it/cannot be written as a product of tv;o non­
units. An integral domain is called atomic if every non­
zero element which is not a unit can be decomposed as a 
product of atoms. The group of units of R is denoted by G(R) 
We write ^R^ for the' set of mxn matrices over R; ^R^ 
is abbreviated to R^ and ^R^ to ^R. We write R^ or 
M^(R) for ^R^. Thus R^ is the ring of nxn matrices over
R; we put GL^(R) for G(R^) and E^(R) for the subgroup
of GL^(R) generated by the elementary matrices. R is said 
to be weakly finite if for each n GL^(R) is closed under 
factorizations in R^. Thus R is weakly finite if and only 
if for each n and any A, B 6 R ^  we have
I
A B  = In = >  B A  = I„
(cf. |4; PP.6.-7J). Re define K(R) as the direct limit:
M(R) = p m
where is embedded in R^^^ the rule
A 0
0 1
Similarly, let GL(R) = lim GL^(R) and E(R) = lim E^^(R). 
For each n we have
Rn S  GL^(R) 2  E^(R); 
in consequence:
M(R) 2  GL(R) S. E(R).
Let A € R^; v/e shall usually write A for the image of A
in M(R) (thus identifying A, ^ ) etc.) and so if
\0 1 /
B € R ^  is another square matrix over R, by AB we mean 
A O W b 0\
e M(R)"
0 I/\0 1/
Accordingly, M(R) will also denote the set LJ R^. Simi­
lar conventions apply to GL(R) and E(R).
Let G be a group; the derived group G’ of G is de­
fined as the (normal) subgroup of G generated by the set 
^ (a,b)6 G I a, bE G J , where (a,b) = a~^b”^ab. The deri­
ved group of G is also called the commutator subgroup 
of G. The Whitehead lemma states that for any ring R
GL(R)' = E(R)
(cf. [l4; Lemma 3.lJ)«
T\:'o matrices A and B over R are said to be associ­
ated if there exist invertible matrices U and V over R, 
such that UAV = B. If in addition Ü, V6E(R), A and B
7/B 0
to I,
are said to be E-associated. When j ^ I end
I" r^l ‘s
are associated (or E-associated) for some r and s we say 
that A and B are stably associated (or stably E-associ­
ated) . The diagonal sum of A and B is defined as follows:
/A 0\
A 4* B = I I • 
lo B|
n
We write 4-A for the expression A4-...4-A (n times). 
Assume now that A| B E  and further that A and B
agree except possibly in one row or .column, say the first 
column. Write A = (A^,A2,..•,A^) and B = (B^,A2,...,A^).
We define the determinantal sum of A and B with respect 
to the first column as
A V  B = (A2^+B^,A2,«**, A^).
The determinantal sum with respect to other columns and 
rows is defined analogously.
We shall use the term "field* to mean "not neces­
sarily* commutative division ring* and add the adjective 
* commutative * when needed. Let R be an integral domain;
R is called a right Ore domain if for every pair of ele­
ments a, b £ R  we have as = bt for some s, t & R. #
Left Ore domains are defined analogously. It is well- 
knov/n that a left or right Ore domain has a field of 
quotients which can be obtained by localizing at R^. 
Similarly, a monoid K is said to be left Ore if for eve­
ry pair of elements m, n 6  M there exist s and t in M, 
such that sm=tn. Let M be a left Ore cancellation mono­
id; then M has a group of quotients in which every ele-
ment is of form a“^b, a, be  M. As an example of a right 
Ore domain we mention the skew polynomial ring k£x; cxj , 
where k is a field, 6 End k and multiplication in
k [ } : ; is based on the commutation rule
ax = xa for all a € k
(cf. [4; §0.8 and $8.3]).
A ring R in which every finitely generated left ide­
al (or equivalently: right ideal) is free, of unique rank 
is said to be a semifir; if all left and right ideals of 
R are free, of unique rank R is called a fir. For 
instance, fields and principal ideal domains are firs; an 
example of a semifir which is not a fir is the free power
series ring k ^ X ^  , v/here k is a field, X is a set and
|x|^l. One way of constructing firs is the following.
Let K be a field; by a E-ring R we mean a ring 
with a homomorphism of E into R. Clearly, such a homomor­
phism is injective. Let ^R^^ be a family of E-rings and 
assume for simplicity that ECZ R^ for all i. The push- 
out of the family of inclusions E £  R^  ^ in the category 
of rings is called the coproduct of the R^  ^ over E, it is
denoted by L J r . (cf. [3; Ch.5]). Now Theorem 5.3.2 of 
E ^
[5] states that the coproduct of a family of firs over a 
field is a fir. In particular, the coproduct of a family 
of fields over a common subfield is a fir.
1Homomorphinmn of rings into fields
Let R be a ring, K a field and assume we have a 
homomorphism
: R K. (1)
In what follows we shall ask certain questions about K
and try to answer them using information on R. Clearly
we have to restrict ourselves to situations where K is
%
not "too large" with respect to R, or rather R ; we 
shall assume that K is generated, as a field, by the 
image of R . This is equivalent to "K being an epimor- 
phism in the category of ringS. Let ^  in ( 1) be an 
epimorphism in then K, together with ^  , or simply
(1), is called' an epic R-field. If is injective we 
also say that K is a field of fractions of R. When R 
is commutative K can be characterized up to isomorphism 
by the prime ideal ker<< : more precisely; K is isomor­
phic to the field of quotients of the integral domain 
R/ker«<. In contrast, if R is non-commutative we find 
that kero< is not sufficient to describe K: there 
exist non-isomorphic epic R-fields «< : R K and 
^ : R — L such that ker«<=ker^ (cf. £5, pp.15-16 and 
P.22J). It turns out that an epic R-field can be cha­
racterized and constructed in terms of the set of mat­
rices over R which become non-singular over K.
In section 1 we recall the basic notions in a more 
general context and then specialize to epic R-fields
10
in §2 where we also discuss a few properties of Syl­
vester domains, a class of rings which have a universal 
field of fractions. In section 3 we construct the uni­
versal field of fractions of a free algebra (and certain 
related rings) as a subfield of an ultrapower of a field 
and use this method to prove some facts about the uni­
versal field of fractions of a free algebra.
1.1 S. -inverting homomorphisms, the ^-rational clo­
sure of a ring
Let R be a ring and let ^  be a set of square mat­
rices over R. A homomorphism f : R S is said to be 
^  -inverting if A^£ GL(S) for all A 6 Z.. A.set £1 of 
square matrices over R is called multiplicative if 
1 6 ^  and
k, B e s .  0^ b) [d b| ^
for all matrices C and D of the appropriate size. For 
instance, let f : R S be a homomorphism of rings 
and denote by 21(f) the set of square matrices over R 
which become invedbble over S; then ^ ( f ) is multipli­
cative and f is 2(f)-inverting. Let R be a ring and 2. 
a subset of M(R); we define the universal 21-lnverting 
ring R ^  by the following universal property;
-we have a 2-inverting homomorphism X  ; R —» R ^  , 
such that any other jT-inverting homomorphism 
f ; R S factors through X  uniquely.
To construct R^^ explicitly,for each nxn matrix (a^^)
11
in 2  adjoin n^ new elements to B with defin-
ning relations
( a ^ p ( a ' ^ p  = ( a ' ^ p ( a . p  = Ij^ .
We put A for the natural homomorphism B —► . Thus
R^- ie generated by R^ and the entries of the inverses 
of all matrices of form , A € 2. . Let f : R —► S be 
a zL-inverting homomorphism; it is clear that for the 
d iagram
A — R y
to commute a generator a'.., where (a ’..) = ( a^ and1J 1J
(a. has to be mapped onto the kl^^ entry of
f  - 1  ^(a. .) over S. Hence a homomorphism, if/exists, must 
 ^J
be unique and its existence follows by universal algebra 
Let f : R S be a 21-inverting homomorphism; the 
set R^(S) of entries of matrices (A )” , where A£2i is 
called the ^-rational closure of R (under f in S). When 
2T is multiplicative we have the following
Theorem 1 . %  Let R be a ring and 2. a multiplicative
set of matrices over R. Let f : R — ► S be a ^-inver­
ting homomorphism. Then F^(S) is a subring of S contain-
f
ing R and for any x€ R the following conditions are 
equivalent
(i) x6rR^(S),
(ii) X is a component of the solution u ’ over S of 
a matrix equation
A^u’+a^=0, (2)
12
where A 6 21 and a in a column over B.
Proof. This is part of Theorem 7.1.2 of [4].
Following [6] we shall standardize systems of form 
as in (2); to do this we shall have to put a further 
restriction on 2.* We start with a homomorphism 
f : R -» S ana write f )= ^ A6M( R)[ GL(S . Then 
Gl(R)^^Sl(f) and ^(f) is multiplicative. Furthermore 
^ (f) is closed under multiplication in the usual sense. 
Let and put A=(Ag,A^,...,A^) where A^  ^ denotes
the i^^ column of A. Further write A* for the nx( n-1 ) 
matrix ( A,| , A2 , . . . , A^ ,^^  ) . Now let pE S and assume that
a" i| =0 (3)
P i
where u 6 ^ ”^S. If (A*,A^)£^[(f) we say that (3) is an 
admissible system for p and A is an admissible matrix 
for p. Let (3) be an admissible system for p, then
A*,A^)|pj-0
and hence, by Theorem 1.1, p£ P^(S). Conversely, if p is 
in the JF(f)_rational closure of R then a system like
(2) exists in which p is a component of u *. Since ^ { f )  
is closed under multiplication by an invertible matrix 
over R,we may assume that p is the last component of u*. 
Then
(-a,A)^(u — 0,
.Pi
where |^| = u ’, is an admissible system for p. We deduce 
that the set of elements of S,for which admissible sys-
13
terns exist,and coincide.
We can rewrite (3) an follows;
(A*,A (4)
We say that (A*,A^) is the denominator and (A*,-A^) is 
the numerator of p in (3). Inspecting (4) we find that 
p is a unit in S if and only if the numerator of p is 
in 2(f). If this is so then
(A%,A*,AQ)
is an admissible system for p . Let q be another ele 
ment of the f)-rational closure of R and let
=0
be an admissible system for q. Then
'Ao A, An 0 0
0 «0 B* B^,
1
u
p
vp
qp
=0 (5)
and f "^ n ^ ^ 1 is in 2(^) since ^( f ) is multipli-
Bo B* b J
cative. Thus (5) is an admissible system for qp. Simi­
larly ;
Ao A* An 0 0
Bo 0 3% 3*
1
u
P
V
(q-p
=0
14
is an admissible system for q-p.
V/e shall need to establish that systems for NxN 
matrices, analogous to (3), exist. I^ et f, R and S be as 
before and put T=R^^^^(S). Let and consider the
system
(6)
where A^, A* 6 and fur-
ther (A*,An) is in 2(f)" Then (6) is called an 
admissible system for P of order n. As in the 1x1 
case (A*,An) is called the denominator and (A*,-Ao) the 
numerator of P in (6); further P£GL(S) if and only if 
(A.,-Ap) € Z ( f ) .
Lemma 1.2. Let ^  be a set of square matrices over a 
ring R. Then for each n there is a natural isomorphism
where Z ' = € Mj^(R) | A e z J  . (H ere  A‘*'”=A+A-f-.. . -^A,
n times, can be viewed as a matrix over .)
Proof. Clearly (Nn(R)%g* is an nxn matrix ring, say 
(Mo(R)y^i =M^(S). Then S contains the image of R and 
under the natural map R —  ^ S every element of 2.* be­
comes invertible, hence so does every element of 2  . It 
follows that we have a homomorphism R ^  —^ S and thus 
we also obtain *=*< ; M^( R ^  ) —^ S ) = ( R) )^». Further­
more M^(R) — ► M ^ ( R ^ ) is ^*-inverting, hence there is 
a map p ; M^(S) — ^ M ^ ( R ^ ) . It is clear that ^  and ^ 
are mutually inverse.
Proposition 1.3. Let f : R — ^ S be a homomorphism of
15
rings; set f ) write T for the j^-rational clo­
sure of R in S. Then for any N and R C T^ there exists 
an admissible system over R for P.
Proof. We have the commuting triangle
R J f
where f  is onto T. Observe that 2 = 2 ( A ) ;  it will 
suffice to verify the claim for X  . For let P ' £ R^)
f 'be such that (P') =P; on applying f * to any admissible
system for P' we obtain an admissible system for P.
By the above lemma we may identify and (M^(R)^pi
Denote by 2L the set of square matrices over M^(R) which 
become invertible over ; then 2  S Z  . Now P is
an element of (M^(R))^i and further it is in the ^ - r a ­
tional closure of M^(R) so, by Theorem 1.1, there is an 
admissible system over M^(R) for P whose denominator is 
in 2. and hence in 2 .  This is the required system.
1.2 The category of epic R-fields and specializations
Let R be a ring and let «< : R — K be an epic R- 
field. We shall write 2  ^  for 2(*<. ). The complement of 
2 ^  in M(R) is called the singular kernel of ck; (or K), 
it is denoted by We first show that 2 ^  characte­
rizes K up to isomorphism. Form the universal 2L%-fn- 
verting ring; we have the commutative diagram
16
We claim that the set of non-units of is precisely
K
the kernel of o< ' . If this is so then is a local
ring with maximal ideal kero<’ and residue class field K. 
To verify the claim we only have to show that if p6 R
is not a unit then p^ =0. By earlier results we can find 
a relation over R
(î” p ) =  " )
where (A*,A^)6 and (A^i-A^)^) since p would be a 
unit otherwise. Applying to (7) we obtain a relation 
over K and ( A.^ , = (  A.^ ,-A^)'^ is not invertible.
Over a field this implies that p ^  =0. It follows now that 
if K and I are epic R-fields and 2 ^ =2^^ then K ^  L.
P. M. Cohn has found necessary and sufficient con­
ditions for a set 2  of matrices over R to coincide 
with 2 ^  for some epic R-field K. In fact, he determined 
under what conditions a set of square matrices would be 
the singular kernel of some epic R-field. To recall Cohn's 
theorem we have to make a few definitions.
let R be a ring and, let A 6 *^r ” . By the rank of A we 
understand the least integer r, such that A can be written 
as a product of an mxr and an rxn matrix over R (cf.
£4; p.195]). The rank of A is denoted by^(A). Over a 
field this definition coincides with the usual notion of 
the rank of a matrix. A homomorphism f : R —* S of
17
f
rings in said to be rank-preserving if A)= A ) for 
every matrix A over P. Clearly, a necessary condition 
for a matrix A over R to become invertible over any 
epic R-field is that A should be square and, assuming 
A C R^, the rank of A should be n . Such a matrix A is 
said to be full. It follows that the singular kernel of 
any epic R-field must contain all non-full matrices. A 
set ^  of square matrices over R is called a prime 
matrix ideal if it satisfies the following conditions;
1. V  contains all non-full square matrices,
2. A, B £ A V  B 6 .P , whenever the deteminantal
sum makes sense,
1>. k é P  A + B t ?  for all BeM(R),
4. A+1 6 P  A e P  ,
5. 9  M(E),
.6. A+B ( . 9  A f P o r B e P ,
It is easy to see that the singular kernel of an epic 
R-field satisfies the above conditions. Theorem 7.5.3 
of [4] states the converse; given a prime matrix ideal 
^  over a ring R one can construct an epic R-field with 
precise singular kernel ^  .
Let R be a ring; the set of epic R-fields can be 
made into a category, whose morphisms are called
R-specializations (of. [5; P P .73-74]). Let ; R — » E 
and p  ; R —  ^L be epic R-fields; essentially, an R- 
specialization from K to L is a surjective homomorphism 
f ; K — ► L, where is a local subring of K containing 
R , such that the diagram
18
C< yr ^0
R I f
commutes. Clearly, L in then isomorphic to the residue 
class field of K^. The category of epic R-fields and 
specializations can be described as follows. Theorem
7.2.3 of [4] states that there is a specialization 
K — » 1 between epic R-fields if and only if ^  if ^  ^
and further, that such a specialization must be unique. 
Thus the category of epic R-fields and R-specializations 
is equivalent to the set of prime matrix ideals over R 
partially ordered by inclusion. It is clear now that ^
has an initial object if and only if there is a unique 
minimal prime matrix ideal over R. Assume that U is an 
initial object of ^  and further that U is a field of 
fractions of R; then U is called the universal field of 
fractions of R.and it is unique up to isomorphism.
We have seen that every prime matrix ideal over a 
ring R contains all the non-full matrices in M(R). A 
ring for which the set of non-full square matrices form 
a prime matrix ideal is called a Sylvester domain. Let 
R be a Sylvester domain and denote by the prime mat­
rix ideal consisting of all non-full square matrices over
R. Then is the unique, minimal prime matrix ideal 
0
over R; the epic R-field with singular kernel is denoted 
by U(R). Clearly U(R) is an initial object in ^ . Let 
a be a non-zero element of R; then a is full considered 
as a 1x1 matrix over R and hence a becomes invertible 
over U(R). It follows that R£U(R) and hence U(R) is the
19
universal field of fractions of R. V/e note that not on­
ly Sylvester domains have a universal field of frac­
tions, e.g. for every commutative integral domain its 
field of quotients is also its universal field of frac­
tions, but not every commutative integral domain is a 
Sylvester domain (cf. f9; Thm.6j).
Sylvester domains have been introduced and studied 
in £9]; for us itwi11 .suffice that for a ring R the fol­
lowing conditions are equivalent
(a) R is a Sylvester domain,
(b) there is an epic R-field over,which every full 
matrix of M(R) becomes invertible,
(c) R has a rank-preserving homomorphism into a field 
(cf. £9; Thm. 3]). We note that the field referred to
in (b) and (c) is U(R).
A notion which arises naturally in connection with 
Sylvester domains is that of an honest homomorphism. A 
homomorphism of rings is said to be honest if it keeps 
full matrices full. Let f : R — # S be an honest homo­
morphism of Sylvester domains. Composing f with the in­
clusion S Q U ( S )  we obtain a homomorphism R U(S). 
Since full matrices remain full under f and their image 
becomes invertible over U(S) we find that the subfield 
of U(S) generated by R is U(R). V/e have shown 
Theorem 2.1. (£5: Thm. 4.3.3J) Let f : R — ► S be an 
honest homomorphism of Sylvester domains. Then f induces 
a (unique) embedding f ’ : U(R) —  ^U(S), such that the 
d iagram
20
R ♦ S
l 1
U(R) » U(S)
f*
commutes.
A very important subclass of Sylvester domains is 
the class of semifirs. The fact that a semifir is a Syl­
vester domain is proved e.g. in £4 ; p.283].
^.3 The universal field of fractions of a free algebra
First we briefly recall the not ion of a free E-ring, 
let E be a field; by an E-ring R we mean a ring with a 
homomorphism of E into R. Let R,^ and R^ be E-rings, a 
homomorphism — p R^ is said to be an E-ring homo­
morphism if the diagram
<i:
commutes. I,et K be a subfield of E; the free E-ring on a 
set X over K, Ej^^X) , is defined by the following univer­
sal property:
- is an E-ring generated by E and X such that X
centralizes K and any K-centralizing map X — » R into an 
E-ring R can be extended to a unique E-ring homomorphism 
of E^(X) into R.
When E=K, E^(X) is abbreviated to K{x) and if K is commuta­
tive, is called the free associative K-algebra on X.
Er ^X^ can be obtained as the coproduct :
21
E <X) = EI_J (LJK[x]),
K K
where x runs through X, and so E^^x), being a coproduct 
of firs, is a fir by Theorem 5.3.2 of [5] (cf. [5; pp.111- 
112]), Hence Er(x) is a Sylvester domain end so possesses 
a universal field of fractions which is denoted by E^^XX 
V/e write K<X> for U(K<X)).
Let E be a field with a subfield K and let X be a 
set; an E-ring homomorphism of Er-(X^  into E is called 
an evaluation." Let f be an evaluation, by the universal 
property of Eg-^X) f is uniquely determined by its action 
on X. Notice that E is an epic E^{X^-field with respect 
to f ; consequently f extends to a specialization 
Er X^:)»* — y E v/hose domain is the ^(f)-rational closure 
of Er ^X^ in Er^ ^ .  The following is a basic result on 
evaluations.
Theorem 3.1. (Specialization lemma, [5; Lemma 6.3.1])
Let E be a field with centre k and assume that (i) k is 
infinite and (ii) £E:kJ=oo. Then for any full matrix A 
over Er.^ X^ , there exists an evaluation f : Er.^X^ — ^ E,
f*
such that A is non-singular over E.
The specialization lemma can sometimes applied even 
if the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are not satisfied. Let 
D be a field with centre C and assume that D and C satis­
fy the hypotheses of the specialization lemma. Let E be 
a subfield of D and put k = C E . Then we have a natural 
map Er.^x ) — ^ Dç(x), obtained by the coproduct property 
of Er.-(x ). If this map is honest, every full matrix over 
Er.(x ) remains full over D^(x) and hence can be evalu­
ated so that it becomes non-singular over D.
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Y/e have go en that every evaluation induces a spe­
cialization. Suppose E and k satisfy the hypotheses of 
the specialization lemma and let p € E ^ ^ %  Further let 
(A^,A^,A^) be a matrix over Er.<X:) , admissible for p. By 
Theorem 3.1 we can choose an evaluation a so that 
(A*,A^)^ is non-singular over E and then p is in the do­
main of the specialization, say , induced by a. If 
p / 0 then (A*,-A^) is full over Er.^ x ) and hence, 
choosing a so that ( ( A^, A^) 4-(A*,-A^) is non-singu­
lar, we have p ^ /  0. Moreover, let ^puj be a finite 
family of non-zero elements of E ^ ^ ^  and for each i let 
(A^^\A^^\A^^^ ) be admissible for p^ ;^ we can choose e 
so that
is non-singular over E. The domain of ^  will then con- 
tain all the p^  ^ and p ^  / 0 for each i. Hence we obtain 
Theorem 3.2. Let E be a field with centre k and let X be 
a set. Assume that (i) k is infinite and (ii) [e :iJ  = w  . 
Then for each finite family of non-zero elements of
there is a subring S of E^«^X>, containing E^^x} 
and £puj , and an E-ring homomorphism of S into E, 
such that 0 for all i.
We remark that the above theorem is obtained from 
the specialization lemma in much the same way as Theorem 
7.2.7 of [5']. (Note that the statement of this theorem is 
incorrect. However we are only concerned with the special 
case C = k for which the stated form holds.)
Let E be a field with centre k and let X be a set.
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Put R = Er (X) and U = Ej^X^. Since ctr E = k every map 
X —^ E induces an evaluation R — ► E ; thus the set of 
evaluations on R is just E^. Let A he a full matrix 
over R; by the non-singularity support of A we under­
stand the set
s(A) = [^f6E^l A^6GL(E)j.
Assume now that k is infinite and £E:k]=oo; Theorem
3.1 ensures that s (a ) is non-empty. For any other full
matrix B over R, A 4- B is also full and
s(A) n  s(B) = s(A+ B),
as is easily checked. Hence the family |s(A) C  j 
A is full over r J has the finite intersection property 
and therefore it is contained in some ultrafilter of 
P(E^). Let 7" be such an ultrafilter; v/e construct
/ f  ,
an ultrapower of E. This is a field, say K, and clearly 
K contains copies of E. Let c< be an element of E^ 
the image of in K will be denoted by “k . First we 
show that R embeds canonically into K and then prove 
that the subfield of K, generated by R, is U. Let a be 
an element of R, we shall identify a with K  , where 
o<(f) = a^ for all f € E^. The correspondence a K  
is clearly a homomorphism, it remains to verify that it 
is one-to-one. Assume a / 0, then a is full considered
as a 1x1 matrix over R and hence s(a)£ On the other
hand:
?4
«< = 0 T= ff€ 1 »<(f) = o]c Î*.
But T = E^ \  s(a) and s(A)£^, hence T ^ and thus 
0(7^0. Nov; let A be any full matrix over K; v/e construct 
the inverse of A over K which will prove that the sub­
field of K generated by R is U. For each f C s (A), A^ is 
invertible over E; v/e put
Define PijtE (E^) as follows:
b^f) if fcs(A)
3
otherwise.
Then
3
for all f & s(A) and so (Pij) is the required inverse. 
This construction allows us to prove
Lemma 3.3. Let D be a field with centre C and let X be a
set. Further let E be a subfield of D and put k = E A C .
Assume that
(i) C is infinite,
(ii) [d :C]= oO,
(ill) the natural map E^(%^ — ► is honest.
Then E^ X^l^ " can be embedded in an ultrapower of D.xC
Proof; We have seen that D^j<X^ can be embedded in an 
ultrapower of D. This proves the assertion since by 
Theorem 2.1 embeds in
To demonstrate the scope of the lemma we show that
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if ctrE = k, v;e can find an extension D of E, such that
the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied. Suppose first
that £E:kJcoo and k is infinite. Set D = E(t ) (y ,
where is the endomorphism of E(t) induced by 
2
t I—» t . Using Laurent series it is easy to see that 
ctrD = k. Furthermore £D:k]J=cx> and the natural map 
Ej^<X^ — r is honest by Proposition 5.4.2, Corol­
lary of [5J • If k is finite, embed E in E(t) whose centre 
is k(t). Again, this can be checked using Laurent series. 
Now the natural map E^^(X^ — ► honest by
Lemma 6.3.4 of [5J and this reduces the situation to the 
previous case.
Let oC be a language for fields. Recall that a pro­
perty P of fields is said to be a first-order property 
if there is an ^-sentence (i.e. an i-formula without 
free variables) d  such that, for any field F,
F has property P 4  ^  ^  holds in F.
Let us call an jC-sentence ^  universal if
^  > • • • > ) ;
where n ^ l  and ^  is an cC-formula with no quantifiers. 
We can now prove
Theorem 3.4. Let D be a field with centre C end let X be
a set. Further let E be a subfield of D and put k = E d  C.
Assume that
(i) C is infinite,
(ii) [e :c] =00 ,
(iii) the natural map E^^<X^ -- » is honest.
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Then has every first-order property of D which
can be expressed by a universal -sentence.
Proof. Y/e know from Lemma 3.3 that can be em­
bedded in c field K, which is an ultrapower df D. Now
by Los* theorem D and K have the same first-order pro­
perties. This verifies the theorem because a first-order 
property expressed by a universal «JC-sentence is clearly 
inherited by subfields.
The above theorem has some useful applications. For 
instance, consider the universal oC-sentence
where
Ÿ(x,y,t,u) = (xy yx) ( (xt = tx A  irs = at) ^  t^= Ht).
It is easy to see that ^  expresses a first-order pro­
perty, say CC, of fields: the centraliser of every non­
central element is commutative. Let k be a commutative 
field and let X be a set. We shall verify that k4x:^ 
has the property CC. First we have to establish 
Proposition 3.5. Let D be a field, infinite dimensional 
over its centre, say k, and assume that k is infinite. 
Then ctr D ^ X ^ =  k .
Proof. Put U = D ^ X X  Let a 6 ctr U ; then, in particular, 
a centralizes D and hence auy specialization U — * D , 
which is defined on a, maps a into k. Assume that a ^  k. 
Consider the field V = U^y:^= D^<X U{yj>. Then clearly 
s.y / ya; by Theorem 3.2 we can choose a specialization 
s : V D which maps ay - ya onto a non-zero element 
of D. This implies that a^^ k. Restricting s to the .
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intersection of its domain with U we obtain a speciali­
zation U — ► D v/hich maps a outside k, a contradiction. 
Hence c t r U £ k ,  the reverse inclusion be
Let T= 2(2 be a set of commuting indetermi- 
nates and let be the shift-automorphism of k(T), in­
duced by the rule
t^ I ^  ”^i+l f 03" all i 6 ^
Set D=k(T)(y;y>); using Laurent series it is not hard 
to show that ctrD = k and D has the property CC. We know 
from the above proposition that ctrD^X:^=k, provided 
k is infinite. Then from Theorem 3.4 we can deduce that 
elements of D^X:^, outside k, have commutative centrali- 
zers. Since k^X^ the same is true of k^ Xi^ .
V/hen k is infinite this proves
Proposition 3.6. Let k be a commutative field and let X 
be a set. Then the centraliser of every element of k ^ %  
outside k, is commutative.
Proof. It remains to verify the claim when k is finite. 
Set V=k(t)4X^; we know that k<X^ C. V and elements 
of V outside k(t) have commutative centralizers. Let 
aG ^ k  , then a 6  V\k(t) and so the centraliser of
a in V, hence also in k<X:^, is commutative.
V/e easily obtain the 
Corollary. Let k be a commutative field and let X be a
set. Then ctr k ^ ^  = k .
We note that Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6, 
Corollary are special cases of Theorem 4.7 (iv) of [?J.
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Proposition 3.6 is also known; it was first proved 
by P.M. Cohn.
To close this section v/e outline a result due to 
J. Lev/in which states that if k is a commutative field, 
k<X>* can be realized as a subfield of a Malcev-Neumann 
field k((F)), where F is the free group on X. Let k be 
a field and let G be a group with a full order < .  De-
note by k the set of all mappings from G to k; then
G Gk is a k-space. Let a 6 k , the support of a is defined
as
supp(a)=^g£G I o] .
Let k((G,2=)) be the subspace of k^ consisting of all 
mappings with well-ordered support (with respect to ^  ). 
Let a€k((G,^)); then a can be represented as a power 
series:
a= 2__ a g , (a e k)
g€G ^ ^
where a^=g^. It is proved e.g. in [ll] that k((G,^)) 
admits multiplication (cf. [ll; Ch.VIII, §5}). Let
b = ^  b, h 
h6G ^
be another element of k((G,^)); the product of a and b 
is defined as follows:
a b — £ h. ) f .
f€G gh=f ^
Thus k((G,3s)) becomes a ring; Theorem 10 of [ll; p.137} 
states that it is in fact a field. Assume now that k is 
commutative. Let X be a set, write S for the free monoid
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and F for the free group on X. It is v:ell-laiov;n that F 
can be fully ordered (cf. §2.1 below); let ^  be a full 
order on F. Then the free algebra can be identi­
fied with the subelgebra of k((F,3r)) consisting of 
all elements whose support is contained in S and is 
finite. Thus the subfield, say U, of k((F,6:)) gene­
rated by k(x) is a field of fractions of k (%X Lewin 
has shown that U = k-^X^ (cf. \l2; Thm.2, p.343j). We note 
that this gives another proof of Proposition 3.6, Corol­
lary (cf. [12; Thm.4, p.343]).
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2
OrJerjngn of epic K-fieids
Any ordered ring R is a domain; if it is also an 
Ore ring, R then has a field of quotients to which the 
ordering of R can be uniquely extended by putting
ab“’>  0 if a b S O  (0/b, a 6 E)
(cf. [ l; Thm.3, p. 109] ) . V/e may ask how general rings 
compare with Ore rings as regards the above properties 
of the latter: in particular the following questions 
arise :
- I s  every ordered ring embeddable in a field?
- IÏ K is a field of fractions of of an ordered ring 
R, can the ordering of R be extended to E?
- If so, is the extension unique?
Let M be a monoid: by a group of fractions of M we 
understand a group, say G, together with an.embedding 
of M into G which is an epimorphism in the category of 
monoids. This amounts to saying that G is generated as a 
group by the image of M. Analogously to rings, one may 
ask whether or not an ordering of a monoia can be exten­
ded to a group of fractions. Apart from their intrinsic 
interest we shall find monoids and their groups of frac­
tions useful in constructing examples of ordered rings. 
For instance, in section 2 we exhibit an ordered monoid 
K with no groups of fractions. By taking the semigroup 
algebra kM over any ordered field k we obtain an ordered 
ring with no fields of fractions.
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We start with monoids and groups, in §1 we show tljat 
if M is a monoid with a full order ^  then this ordering 
extends to the universal group of M if and only if it 
can be extended to a group of fractions of M . A somewhat 
stronger statement is then proved for free monoids and 
groups and we also give an example of an ordering 
of the free monoid on x and y which can be extended to 
to the free group on x and y in an infinite number of 
distinct ways. As we have mentioned, in section 2 we 
construct an example of an ordered monoid which cannot 
be embedded in a group. Sections 3-6 treat rings. In §3 
we recall some basic results on orderings of fields 
while in §4 we show how to express an ordering of a field 
using the lieudonne determinant. In section 2 of Chap­
ter 1 we have sketched how epic E-fields can be charac­
terized in terms of matrices over R. This makes it natu­
ral, in describing full orders on an epic R-field E, to 
consider matrix cones over R rather than ordinary cones 
of elements of E. Matrix cones are introduced in §5; 
essentially a matrix cone over R, associated with a full 
order on E, consists of all the square matrices (over R) 
which either become singular or have a positive Dieudonne 
determinant over E. We prove necessary and sufficient 
conditions, in terms of matrix cones, (i) for an epic 
R-field to be orderable, (ii) for a full order on R to 
be extendible to a field of fractions of R and (iii) for 
such an extension to be unique. We apply these results to 
show that if E is an ordered field with centre k then the 
ordering of E can be .extended to In section 6
examples are given which demonstrate that the above ques —
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t ions can be answered i n the negative.
2.1 The extension of a full order on a monoid to a group 
of fractions
A semigroup S is said to be partially orderered by 
the relation ^  if
S1. S is partially ordered under ^  as a set and 
82. a ^  b ac ^  be and ca ^  cb for all c£ S.
If, in addition, ^  totally orders 8 as a set we say that 
8 is (fully, totally) ordered by ^  . An order-preserving 
homomorphism of partially ordered semigroups is called 
an o-homomorphism.
A group is said to be partially ordered by the rela­
tion ^  if it is partially ordered by ^  as a semigroup. 
8imilarly, by a (full, total) ordering of a group G we 
understand an ordering of G as a semigroup. 8uppose G is 
a partially ordered group under ^ , the set
P=|x 6 G I X a  1j
is called the positive cone associated with ^ . Set 
P”  ^= ^ x C G I P j : it is easy to see that P and P ^
satisfy
Cl. V D
02, P P G  P,
03. xPx'^S P for all x € G.
Suppose now that P is a subset of a group G for which 
C1-C3 hold; it is easy to see that P is then the posi­
tive cone of a unique partial order on G which is defined 
as follows :
a £r b if and only if ba”^éP.
Moreover ^  is total if and only if 
C4 . P U  P"^=G.
It follows that we can identify a partial ordering of a 
group with its associated positive cone. The conditions 
C2 and C3 express that P is a normal subsemigroup of G; 
thus we find
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a group. A normal subsemigroup 
P of G is the positive cone of some partial ordering of 
G if and only if P H  P~^=1.
Let M be a monoid with a full order ^  and let G be 
a group of fractions of MI; by an extension of ^  to G we 
mean an ordering of G with respect to which ¥i — ► G is 
an o-embedding. Our primary interest here is to find 
conditions under which ^  extends to a full order on G. 
Suppose that is such an extension, the fact that
extends ^  can be expressed by saying
 ^ ba”  ^ whenever a ^ b  (a, b £ N ) .
Hence the normal subsemigroup of G generated by all ele-
_ 1
ments of G of form ba , where a ^  b and a, b £ MI, must 
be contained in the positive cone associated with ^ '. We 
introduce the following notation. Let H be a group and 
let A be a subset of H. The normal subsemigroup of H ge­
nerated by A will be denoted by • 8^(A) • It is easy to 
see that
r n
Sjj(A)= | h € H  I h.= rn^ , a^éA, .
The normal Rubsemigroup Sg(A), where
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A= |ba ^ e G 1 a, b € M; a S b j  ,
is denoted by P^(^), We shall need the following 
Theorem 1.2. ( [ll;. Thm.l, p. 34]) A partial order P on a 
group G can be extended to a full order if and only if for 
each finite set of elements a^,..., a ^  of G, the signs
(£^ = 1 or -1) can be chosen so that
^ n  a-, \  ... ,a^”) = j4.
Putting Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 together we 
obtain the following result :
Theorem 1.3. Let M be a monoid with a full order fS and
assume that G is a group of fractions of M. Then ^  can
be extended to a full order on G if and only if
(a) Pg(S ) n  (Pg(^ ))“''=0 anJ
(b) for every finite set of elements ^a^,...,a^^ of 
G the signs can be chosen so that
Pq(—  ) O  Sç(a^ ,.. . ,a^ ) = 0.
The groups of fractions of a monoid M are the ob­
jects of a category, whose morphisms are defined as
follows. Let G.j and Gg be groups of fractions of M with 
embeddings of M into -G^ .^ A morphism G.^ — ► Gg in
is a group homomorphism of G^ into G^ which makes the 
diagram
cr
M i
commute. I t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  such a homomorphism i s  s u r j e c -
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tjve and there j r at most one morphdnnrj in between
G  ^ and G^. We shall prove
Theorem 1.4. Let M be a monoid with a lull order ^  and
assume that G., and Gg are groups of fractions of M.
Assume further that we have a morphism, say ^ , between
G>| and G^ in If ^  extends to a full order on G^
then it can also be extended to a full order on G.j .
First we verify the
Lemma. I,et M, G.^ , Gg, ^  and be as in the statement of
the theorem. Then
è X
( i) Sp (A) = Sp (A») for any subset A of G-, ,
J -j vT 2 r
(ii) ( P g ^ ( - ) \ ( q ) ^  = P g ^ ( £ ) x f d  .
Proof. (i) is obvious.
(ii). Put ^ba"\& j a, b £ M, a ^ b ^  ; since both G.^
(p
and Gg are groups of fractions of M we have A.^ . Now
by definition Pp (^)=Sp (A.) and hence from (i ) it
follows that
<t>
1 ■'^2
It remains to verify that g ( P^ ( ) A  ker implies
that g= 1 . Assume that
g = n  ,
where x^€ G-, , a^, b^£ M and a^^b^^; then
Now it is easy to see that g^ >- 1^ unless a^^=bfor
all i in which case g= 1^ .
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We verify conditions (a) and (b)
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of Proposition 1.3 for exploiting that, by hypothesis, 
these conditions are satisfied by Gg.
(a). Suppose that g c P_ ( S  ) H  P^ ( 6  it follows
A 1 _i 1
that gT g P ( s ) n  Pr, ( 6  ) . By hypothesis £  extenJsii2 kg
to a full order on G2, hence g®=1^ and by (ii) of the 
above lemma we deduce that g=1^.
( b) . Let a^,...,a^ be elements of G.j . We have to find 
signs Ej^ =1 or -1 such that
Pg^(:^) n   a^")=0. (1)
Fix from the lemma we know that
fl.
(2)
Since G2 satisfies ( b), for some choice of we
have
and (2) shows that for this choice (1) holds.
Corollary. let M be a monoid with a full order and assume 
that the universal group of M is a group of fractions of 
M. Then ^  extends to the universal group if and only if 
it can be extended to a group of fractions.
Proof. The universal group of M is an initial object 
of thus the assertion is an immediate consequence of
the theorem.
The following example demonstrates that a full 
order on a monoid M need not be extendible to a group
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of fractions G of M. However, G is not the universal 
group in the example; it would be interesting to know 
whether or not a full order on a monoid can always be 
extended to its universal group, provided the latter is 
a group of fractions of the monoid.
Example 1.5. Let S be the free monoid on x and y ; as is
2
well-known the elements x, yx andy x are free in the 
submonoid S ’ of S generated by them. Further the free 
group F on X and y is a group of fractions of S '. Order 
S ’ lexicographically so that
yx <  X y^x.
Now if ^  were- extendable to F we would have
which is impossible.
Next we strengthen Theorem 1.4,Corollary for free 
monoids and then apply the obtained result to discuss 
two examples. The assertion to be used is an easy con­
sequence of Theorem 3.4 of [l7j which we state in a 
slightly different form.
Theorem 1.6. Let H be an ordered group and let
(J> ; p H be a group epimorphism where F is a free
group. Then F can be ordered so that is an o-epimor-
phism.
Corollary. Let S be the free monoid and F the free group 
on a set X. Let H be a group of fractions of S and denote 
by <j> the group epimorphism which makes the diagram
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^  H
commute. Assume that ^  is a total order on 5 and further 
that extends to a full order on H. Then can be ex­
tended to a full order on F so that (j) is an o-epimorphism. 
Moreover, if there exist full orderings of H which agree 
on S then there exist distinct orderings of F which also 
agree on S.
In the following two examples we use some elemen­
tary results on ordered rings; for the definitions the 
reader is referred .to section 3 be low while references 
to theorems etc. are given in the text.
Example 1.7. In ['5] Moufang has defined a full order 
on the free metabelian group H on x and y and has shown 
further that the submonoid S of H generated by x and y 
is free, that is, H is a group of fractions of the free 
monoid on x and y . We shall present Moufang’s method of 
ordering H and show that it leads to an infinite family 
of distinct full orders on H which all agree on S . We 
then use Theorem 1.6, Corollary to lift these orderings 
to F.
First we need a couple of lemmas.
I,emma 1.8. Let M be a left - Ore monoid with a full order ^  
and let G be the group of quotients of M. Then ^  can
V
be ex ten d e d  t o  G in  a un ique  way.
Proof. Every element of G is of form b"^ a,where a, b £ M.
It is a straightforward exercise to verify that
b”^ a ^ 1  if and only if a 6  b (a, b6M)
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Ip the reqinreJ ordering of G .
lemma 1.9. let G be a group with a full order ^  and 
let o< be an endomorphism of G . Write G.j for the exten 
sion of G by obtained by adjoining x to G with the 
commutation formula
xg=g^x for all g £ G.
Then -s can be extended to a full order on G-| if and on­
ly if iR order-preserving.
Proof. If c< is not an o-endomorphism we can find g g G 
such that g >  1 but g*^  wc 1 . Then gx >• x . On the other 
hand gx=xg*^ and g^<1 imply that gx^x, a contradiction. 
To prove the converse it will suffice to verify that ^  
can be extended to the submonoid M of G^  generated by 
G and x. For M is a left Ore monoid with G-, as its group 
of quotients and by Lemma 1.8 any full order on K can 
be extended to G.^ . Now every element of M can be written
uniquely in normal form as follows:
gx^ (i€ M  , g €G).
We define the extension of ^  to M by putting
gx^ <C’ hx*^  if
r i >  j or 
[ i= j and g >  h.
U s i n g  t h e  commutation fo r m u la  i t  i s  e a s y  t o  v e r i f y  t h a t  
i s  t h e  r e q u ir e d  e x t e n s i o n  o f
To c o n s t r u c t  th e  f r e e  m e t a b e l i a n  group on x and y 
c o n s i d e r  f i r s t  th e  f r e e  a b e l i a n  group  A on t h e  sym bols
Write
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,o r
and
(£. fpa^b^) Eia^b^ c^a^b^
u for u u
where £^ = 1 or -1 ( i=% 2). It is clear that every element 
of A can be represented as follows : t6Z[ a , a ~  ,b,b"J ,
and conversely, every such expression gives rise to a 
unique element of A. Let ^  be any full order.on the ring 
Z.[a, a \  b, b J^ ; we order A by putting
1 if t'^ 0 (if ? [_a,a"\b,b"3 ) •
Assume now that ^  satisfies the following conditions:
1 y  aN[a,b1 + bW[a,b], (3)
where IN [a,b] denotes the subsemiring of ^ [ a ,a”\ b ,b“ J^ 
generated by 1, a, b, and
a ^  0, b y 0. (4)
Then the automorphism c< of A induced by
is easily seen to be order-preserving. By Lemma 1.9 the 
extension G of A by 2^ obtained by adjoining x to A with 
the commutation formula
xu^=( u^)^x=u^^x
can be ordered so as to extend ^ . Explicitly:
u^x^ >  1 if
f i > 0  or  
| _ i=0  and T  ^ 0 ,
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Connj d er now the automorphism ^ of G induced by
a^b^ . a^b^’*’^ ,u }— ► u and x V— ► ux;
that ^ i9 indeed an automorphism can be checked direct­
ly using the normal form for elements of G . Furthermore 
P is order-preserving and consequently the group H, ob­
tained by adjoining y to G with the commutation formulae
t  , 4, ,^  Yb . Jyu' = (u») =u y and yx=x*^y=uxy,
can be ordered setting
^  i i
vrx y*^ ^  1 if < j=0 and i > 0  or (iij€®.
[j=0 and i=0 and ^  0
—  1 —  1
Notice that in H we have u=xyx y . Furthermore
a —1 — 1 / —1 —1\ —1u x=xu=xxyx y =x(xyx y )x x
so by cancellation we find that u^=xux”^. Applying a si­
milar argument and induction one can show that
u^ ^ =x^y^u(x^y^)”  ^ for all i, j £ Z.
Moreover (u*^,u^) = 1 for all ^  ^  a”\ b , b” J^ . To sum
up: H is a metabelian group generated by x and y with 
commutation formula
(i, JtlKl),
where
pu = 1+a+...+a^"^ if i > 0  and Pq=0» 
q.= 1+b+...+bj~^ if j > 0  and qQ=0,
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(cf. [l5; P.204J). It Is not hard ;to see that, in fact, 
H is the free metabelian group on x and y. Elements of 
H can be put in a unique normal form:
u'^ x^ yj ( t  €^[a,a-^,b,b"b ; i, i^TL)
and ^  is given' by
u^x^y^' ^  u^x^y" if
j ^  n or
3=n and i < m  or 
 ^j=n and i=m and ^  .
Denote by S the submonoid of H generated by x and y; 
Moufang has shown that S is free on ,x and y (cf. [l5; §l] ) 
We claim that all the orderings of H obtained, as 
described above, from an ordering ^  of 2  [ a,a’”^ b ,b” 'J 
which satisfies (3) and (4), agree on S. Let s^  be an
element of S; in word-form s.^ can be written as follows:
“1 "1 “2 "2 ”ts^=y X y X ...y x ,
where t^O, m^ ,^ n^ >  0 except possibly m-, and n.^.. Bring­
ing s.j to normal form in H we find
Ÿ  2  nj^
s-|=u'x y
where
(5)
(cf. 15; p .204 ). Let s^ be another element of S and 
suppose
m* n* m* ni 
Bo = y X y - X
n .  n;.
..y t* è: 1.
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Thus in normal form v/e have:
s 2 — u
mî Zn!
y
where
“i
+ a
(ni+---+n^_l)
(6)
Clearly, if 21 /
t *
m!^  or n. = then v;hether
S i < S 2
n^ ; we may
or Sg <  s^ does not depend on ^  . Assume
t t* t t*
therefore that ZT = 21 snd ' ^ n ^  =
also assume withot loss of generality that s^ and s^
begin with different symbols in word-form, say m^ / 0,
m^ = 0 and n ^ / 0. It follows then that n ^ / 0. Now
p^ = 1 + %  , where X  6: afM [a,b] + b M  [a,b^, andmi n^
q_, p , = q p , = 0. Inspecting (5) and (6) we find that mi ni o ni
Y  €. 1 + a N  [a,b] + b IN [a,b] while £ a[N [a,b] + b|N(a,b] .
Hence X'Y', by (3), and so ^ 2 ^  ^1* considering
s^ and Sg in v/ord-form, v/e have
So <  s
t* t 
2 2  n! - ^ ^ n ^ or
t» t 
£ 1 ^ 1 = and
t* t
‘t ’ t
ZT — Z L  ^ 2^ and
t* t
= ^ m .
and the first symbol, in which
s^ and Sg differ, is X,
which proves the claim.
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-1'Distinct orderings of g  [y,a ,b,b"J satisfying (3) and 
(4) give rise to distinct orderings of H which, as we 
have seen, all agree on S. Further, by Theorem 1.6, 
Corollary, these orderings lift to distinct full orders 
on the free group F on x and y . In consequence: to veri­
fy that ^ , restricted to S, can be extended to F in an 
infinite number of ways it will suffice to find an in­
finite number of distinct orderings of 2 [a,a" ,b,b” J 
which satisfy (3) and (d). These can be obtained as 
follows. Let C be the free abelian group on a and b 
and let ^ and d  be non-zero real numbers. Order C 
by putting
a“b" 1 if
 ^m+6'n >* 0 or 
^ m+5n =0 and ^ m >  0
Set Q=1 and let d  run through the positive natural
rnumbers. Then A -c f is a family of distinct or-
I -  ^
derings of C and furthermore for each o C IN we have
a^b" 1 (m, n > 0  but not m=n=0). (7)
Now Z  ra,a" ,b,b 1 is just the group algebra %C and 
for each rfcfKl we can define a full order on % C
by setting
i=1
From this definition and (7) it follows that for every
satisfies (3) and (4) as required.
Next we apply Theorem 1.6, Corollary to show that
the lexicographic ordering of the free monoid on two
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generators can be extended to the free group on two ge­
nerators .
Example 1.10. Let K be a field with a full order ^  . We 
order the polynomial ring K[t] as follows:
n .
Z I < = K . t ^  > 0  i f  0 (K- 6K) ( 8 )
i =0   ^  ^ '
and then extend to K(t) by putting
f g " ”' i >  0 i f  f g  V  0 (f,0/g€K[t]),
(cf. Proposition 3.1 below). The endomorphism 0^ of 
R(t) induced by t \— *> t^ is orderpreserving, hence 
can be extended to the skew polynomial ring Pl=K( t )[x;3“J 
by putting
n 4
^  x^q >  0 if q„‘> 0  (q.€K(t)) (9)
i=0  ^ ^
(cf. Proposition 3.1 below). Finally, we extend jg’ to 
the field of quotients D of R:
0 if ’^ 0  (r^.O/rggE)
J.LV Fisher has shown in £l0j that the subalgebra of R 
generated by x and xt over k is free (on x and xt). It 
follows that the submonoid S of R generated by x and 
xt is also free. Further, x ’>► 0 and xt’> 0  so 
orders S as a monoid. We claim that , restricted to 
S, is the lexicographic order on S with x :xt. If 
this is so, the lexicographic ordering of S can be ex­
tended to the free group on two generators since ex­
tends to a group of fractions of S, namely the subgroup 
of generated by x and xt. Note that it is essential
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here that x and xt should be positive with respect to 
^  . let u be an element of S; then u is a word in x 
and xt and so we can write u=o^ o<2. . . , where o(^=x
or xt for all i=1,...,n. As an element of R, u has a nor­
mal form which can be obtained by repeated applications of
2
the commutation formula tx=xt . Thus in normal form we 
have
u=x"tf
where n=deg^(u) = l(u), the length of u, and i é, N. It is 
easy to check that if o(.j = . . .= Q(.^ =x and o(^_^^=xt,
0 <r  ^ n -1, then
n - ( r + 1 ) .
2n-(r+i) ^  ^  2^ = ^  2"”^ (10)
3=1
Let V be another element of S and suppose that in normal 
form
v=x^t^
If l(u)-C l(v) then deg^(u) = n c  m=deg^(v) and from (9) 
we deduce that u c' v . Suppose now that l(u) = l(v) and 
u/v; then for some l ^ s ^ n  we have
u= '^ 1 • • • ^°^s+1 * *
v=<K. •. •
To prove that is the lexicographic ordering of S we
have to verify that v v. Without loss of generality
we Clay assume that s=1. It follows from (10) that
i >  2"-1 ^ i ' .
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Clearly u v if and only if 0
and by (9) this is equivalent to t^-t^’ ’>-0. Now (8)
shows that this is the case precisely when i i’ and 
hence u v .
2.2 An ordered monoid which cannot be embedded into a
group
In £13] Malcev gave a necessary condition for a 
cancellation semigroup to be embeddable in a group and 
constructed a cancellation monoid S .which does not 
satisfy this condition. We shall order a submonoid of 
S which still does not satisfy Malcev’s condition and 
thus obtain an ordered monoid with no groups of frac­
tions .
Let
A-j = ^ a,bJ, Ag= ^ c,dj , A^=^x,yj, A^  = |^ u,vJ
and put B^=A^UA2, B2=A^UA^. Denote by S the monoid 
generated by X=B.jU B2 with defining relations
ax=by, cx=dy and au=bv. (11)
Let P be the free monoid on X; S can be obtained from 
P by factoring out the congruence, say generated by
the above relatins. Let w.^ and W2 be elements of P; then 
v^i nu if and only if can be transformed into w^ 
using the relations given under (11). The congruence 
class of w C P will be denoted by w, thus weS. It is 
easy to see that no transformation can affect the length 
of w; we put l(w)=l(w).
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Order F lexicographically stipulating
a < . b < c  <. d <C y < v  <x.<.u.
For each w 6 F, w contains only a finite number of ele­
ments of F and consequently has a least element which 
we denote by w^ and which Is said to be in minimal form
in w . Suppose w= w^ can be obtained
from w by performing all possible transformations
by t—» ax, dy cx, bv '— > au
on w (e.g. if oq=b and  ^ replace by ax).
Moreover these transformations can be made in any order. 
For let 0 < i  C n  ; then o<^ can be transformed only
if and e . It follows that only at most
one of ^i *^i+l ®^ i + l®^i+2 be transformed. In
consequence: a transformation on + i does not
affect possible transformations on < where i/j.
c J '
Define a relation ^  on S by putting
w ^  i if ^  z^.
It is easy to see that ^  totally orders S as a set; we 
shall next .prove that ^  is preserved by multiplication 
on the right, that is,
w z vrt ^  ¥t for all t£S.
This is obvious if l(w)/l(z), assume therefore that 
l(w)=l(z)=n. Without loss of generality we may assume
that w and z are in minimal form and further that '
t=^£X. Notice that wt is either in minimal form or can
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be brought to minimal form b.y a ningle transformation 
on ♦ where denotes the last symbol of w . The
same argument applies to zt. Thus it suffices to show 
that
= >  R g <  ^ ÿ /ex),
or equivalently: :
= 4  ^or all /ex. (12)
We have the following cases to consider:
Case 1.
Case 2. *K € A2*
Case 3. ^  6 .
In the first case we have that p 6 since . Then n
transformation can be performed on and and hence
= CBse 2 since
Given that ^€,^2  ^ cannot be reduced and so (12) holds. 
If ^6^2’ only possibility is e<=c, ^=d. No trans­
formation can reduce c^ and d ^  can only be reduced if
y =y. Then
cx=(jy)o=(p%)o
which proves (12.). Finally, in case 3, if ^ ^  A^  then
(12) easily follows. Suppose ^ 6  A^  , then t< = a and [î = b 
and hence can only be decreased only if ^=y in
which case
(®< !^)o=(ay)o=^ y <-ax=( by)o=(p/)o-
This completes the proof of (12)
The following example shows.that ^  is not com-
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patible with multiplication on the left. We have "a ^ ”y 
while "E a y  "b y since
(ba)^=ba >  ax=(by)^.
We can however restrict ourselves to a submonoid of S in 
which this cannot occur. Put
S ' =
1 '^1--- ^ n ’ ’
the defining relations of S show that S' is well-defined 
as a set and it is easy to see that S' is, in fact, a 
submonoid of S. Furthermore S' does not satisfy 
Malcev's condition (cf. 3; p.687]) since in S' we have
3Tâ X = 3Td ÿ,
X = xd y,
5Ti ïï = V
but XT Û / xd v; hence S' cannot be embedded in a group. 
We have seen that is preserved by right multiplica­
tion in S, hence also in S'. Thus to prove that ^  fully 
orders S' it remains to verify that
w z T w ^ T z  ( w, z, "t 6 S ' ). (13)
Again, we may restrict ourselves to w=c^, z= ^  , t=^
(^, (B , ^  e X) but now we also have ^ ^  3.^ since
w, z 6 S ' . If {a,cj then both and ^  ^  are in
minimal form so (13) holds then. The remaining possi­
bilities are }f=b and ^  =d. Assume first that y^=b and 
recall that o< ^ ; it follows that p / y . Now y(3=bp 
can only be decreased if ^ =v in which case has to be 
y . Hence
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(JfK )o=( by)o=%x <  au=( bv)^=(
and so (13) follows. Assume now that ^=d; then =d^ 
cannot be reduced at all since ^=y is excluded by the 
assumptions f 6 and ^  ^ p. Hence ÿ  ^  ^ ÿ  p and 
this completes the proof.
2.3 Partial order on rings and fields
A ring R is said to be partially ordered by a re­
lation ^  if
P1 . R is a partially ordered set under 
R2. a ^ b  z=^ a+c b+c for all c6R,
R3. a ^ b  and c 0 a c ^ b c  and c a ^ c b
(a, b, c £ R) .
If in addition, totally orders R as a set we say that 
R is (fully, totally) ordered by ^  Thu= by an ordering 
of R we understand a total order on R as a set which res 
pects addition and multiplication by a positive element. 
iTt R be a ring, partially ordered by ^  and set
p= I p £ R I p ^  0 j ; then P satisfies the following con­
ditions :
P1 . Pr\-P=0, where -P=^ a ^ R  | -a £ P^ ,
P2. P+P C  P,
P3. P P S  P.
Prom PI and P2 it follows that if r and s are non-zero 
elements of P then r+s/0. Hence the above conditions . 
imply that P is a conical semiring; it is called the 
positive cone associated with ^ . Conversely, let P be 
a conical subsemiring of R and set
5?
a ^  b if b-adP (a, b £ R) .
Then ^  in a partial order on R with associated posi­
tive cone P and, further, ^  is a full order on R if and 
only if
P4. P\J-P=R
in which case we say that P is a total cone over R. The 
above correspondence between partial orders on R and 
conic subsemirings of R is bijective and this justifies 
identifying a partial order on a ring with its associ­
ated positive cone.
An order-preserving homomorphism of partially or­
dered rings is called an o-homornorphism. Let R^ , R^ be
1 2rings with partial orders ^  ^  respectively and let
f be a homomorphism of R^ into R^; then f is an o-homo- 
morphism if and only if
0 ^  ^ a 0 jç/ ( a f ).
2 1If f is an o-embedding we also say that ^  extends ^  . 
We can now prove the analogue of lemma 1.9:
Proposition 3.1. Let K be a field with a full order ^  
and let cxCEndK. Then ^  can be extended to K(x;-<) if 
and only if is an o-endomorphism.
Proof. Assume first that K  is not order-preserving. Then 
we can find an element a of K such that a ^ O  and 
a ^ < 0 .  It follows that ax and xa^ must have different 
signs but the commutation rule in K(x;o<) implies that 
ax=xa^ and hence ^  cannot be extended to K(x;<\). 
Conversely, assume that «K in an o-endomorphism; it will 
suffice to show that ^  can be extended to the skew
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polynomial ring R=K[x;o<], Por R in a ri^ht Ore Jomain 
anJ every full order on K can be extended to itn field 
of quotients, K(x;=<), by Theorem 3 of [(''1; p.iogj.
An extension S' of ^  to R is defined as follows: 
every non-zero element f of R is of form
f= ^  x^a.
i (a.6 K, a^^O, a. KO)
u O
and we put
. f >  0 if a ^ >  0.
It is straightforward to verify that ^  is a full or­
der on R which extends ^  . We note that another ex-- 
tension ol ^  to R, and hence to K(x;o<), can be defined 
by setting
f >  0 if a. >  0.
0
Let K be a field: we define a subset, S(K), of K 
as follows:
S ( K ) = f a € K |  a^jE-a^ ...au , a. .
I ' i ^n(i)  ^ J
A partial order, with associated positive cone P is said 
to be square-positive if S(K) ^  P. Every full order on 
a field is square-positive, as is easily checked. In the 
remainder of this section we prove two basic results on 
orderings of fields which can be found e.g. in [^ 11;
Ch.VII., §^; we derive these results by a slightly 
different route based on the commutative case. First 
we need a couple of lemmas.
X 'Jemma 3.1. Let K be a field and denote by K ' the deri-
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veJ group of the multiplicative group of K. Then 
K^ ’o  S(K).
Proof. Let a, b£K^; we have
( a, b) = a"^ b”  ^ab=a*’^ ( ab”  ^) ^ b^ 
and hence the assertion follows.
Je mm a 3.2. J,et K be a field and assume that P is the 
positive cone associated with a square-positive par­
tial order on K. Then for each a 6 K \ ( P ( J  -P),the semi­
ring ^P,a^ generated by P and a is conical.
Proof. If P is a total cone there is nothing to prove so 
assume that P is not total and let a£K\(P|J-P). Let us 
suppose that (P,a^ is not conical; then we can find ele­
ments 0/p. and p in P so that 
^3
r = ZL p. ap. a...ap. + p = 0.
i 1^ ^2 ^n(i)
Now P is square- positive and hence, by Lemma 3.1,
CZ P. Thus, inserting suitable commutators in the 
summands of r , the above relation can be rewritten in the 
following form:
r 21 a^^i'p. + p = 0 (0/p. , p 6P, m(i)CfW ).
i  ^ ^
Moreover, even powers of a can be absorbed in the p^'s 
because P is square-positive and so we obtain
r = a 2 1  p! + p = 0 (0/pI, p € P) .
i ^
Since 2^ p ! is non-zero it follows now that p/O. Put 
i
q=5Zp-* Now aq+p=0 and so 1
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-a=pq  ^= pq(q
whence a£-P, in contradiction with the assumption 
a ^ P  U-P. We deduce that (P,a) in conical.
Theorem 3.3. J,et K be a field and assume that P is the
positive cone associated with a square-positive par­
tial order on K. Then for each a£K\(P(J-P) there is
a total cone over K which contains P and a.
Proof. Assume that P is not total and let a6K\(P|J-P). 
The above lemma shows that the set S of partial orders, 
containing P and a, is non-empty; by Zorn's lemma we may 
choose a maximal element of S, say P^ . Suppose P.^ is not 
total. We can then apply Lemma 4.2 again to enlarge P.^ 
which contradicts the maximality of P^. Hence P^ is total 
and this proves the theorem.
Putting P=S(K) in the statement of the theorem væ 
obtain the
Corollary. ([l1; Corollary 11, p.11?]) A field K is 
orderable if and only if S(K) is conical.
2.4 The Dieudonne determinant
L-et K be a field. Recall that the Dieudonne deter­
minant is a homomorphism
det : GL(K)
where denotes the multiplicative group of K made
abelian, whose restriction to K^=GL^(K) is just the 
natural surjection. Let A£GL(K); then detA is a coset 
of the derived group of . We shall write p
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X * X
dor pK , where p 6 K . Clearly, elementary matrices over 
K have determinant T; in fact; ker(det)=E(K). Thus det 
can be viewed as an isomorphism GL(K) — ► and then
the inverse of det is induced by the embedding 
GL( K) .
We shall need to extend det to singular square mat­
rices by adjoining 0 to with the obvious multipli­
cation, stipulating detT=0 for every singular square 
matrix T over K. The resulting abelian monoid is deno­
ted by K. The following properties of det are immediate 
consequences of those proved on p.153 of LO , except 
D4 which is Theorem 4.5 of [^1; p. 15?]:
31. detE=T for all E£E(R),
D2. det( AB)=det( A4-B)=detA det3 for all A, BeM(R), 
D3. det, restricted to GL-j(K)=K^, is the natural map 
K,
D4. det( A V  B) ^  detA+detB-= | a+b £ K [ aCdetA, bfdetBj , 
whenever the determinantal sum makes sense.
Now let K be a field with a square-positive partial
'order ^  and associated positive cone P. Then K (Z- P 
by Lemma 3-1 and hence
p ^ O  if and only if p=pK^ ^ P
for every p in K. This justifies writing p >  0 when­
ever p^P. Thus if ^  is a full order on K, for any 
square matrix A over K we have detA ^  0 or detA ^  0. 
The following lemma will be crucial in the definition of 
matrix cones.
Lemma 4.1. Let K be a field with_a square-positive parti­
al order ^ . Then
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detA>0 and JetB^O ^  ciet(A^B)itO (A, B£M(K)), 
jf the 'ieterminantal sum is defined.
Proof. The assertion follows by D4 since P is closed un-r 
der addition.
2.5. Full order on epic P-fields
Let P be a ring and assume that %  : P — y K is an 
epic P-field. As we have seen in §2 of Chapter 1, given 
an element p of K we can find an admissible system
(AQ,A*,A^)
for p whence we can obtain the relation
where (A*,A^)£21pr and
(A*,-AQ)g p/0.
Assume p/O, on taking determinants in (14) we find that
p=det|^n ^j=det( ( A* , A^)^)  ^ det( A* ,-A^)’^.
When K is fully ordered, say by ^ , this implies that
p > 0  P > 0  <==> det((A*,A^)4(A*,-AQ)) ^ 0 .
This motivates the following definition. LetTf be a sub­
set of M(R) and set ^ A £ M(R) j - 1 4 - A 6 T T J ,  ,
/ p = 7 Y n - î f  and T f  T T  \ ^ .  Then T f  is called a matrix
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cone il the following hold:
Ml . A, B €Îr A+B e T T  ,
M2. A, B 6 fY A V B  t Tf , whenever the determinan-
tal sum is defined,
M3. E, E'6 2^(8) and AeîfflR^ EAE’eîf,
M4. Tf contains all non-full square matrices over R, 
M5. E(R)C.TT
M6. h ( . y  -=^ A + C é T T  for all C€M(R),
M7. P+Q € P  =$» P g P  or Q E p.
If in addition, f Y  satisfies
Me. A4A 6 Tf for all A6M(R)
then T Y  is said to be a square-positive matrix cone
over R.
By a matrix semicone over R we understand a subset 
of M(R) which satisfies M1-M4. Matrix semicones are use­
ful because, in contrast to matrix cones, every subset 
A of M(R)' generates a matrix semicone consisting of all 
matrices which can be obtained from elements of A and 
non-full matrices by repeated operations 4-, V  and mul­
tiplication by elementary matrices over R.
We return to matrix cones.
Lemma 5.1. Let TY be a matrix cone over a ring R. Then 
Tt 0  "YT iR a prime matrix ideal.
Proof. The individual prime matrix axioms (see Chapter 
.1 , §2) immediately follow from the. matrix cone axioms. 
Let us verify 2, viz.
A, B e P  A V B  £ p.
By assumption we have A, B, -1+A, -1+B € Tf and soIf
A V  B and -1+( A V B )  = (-1+A)V (-1+B) are in 3 ^  by M2.
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Thus A V  B € P  by del inition.
],et Tf be a matrix cone; Tffj -Tf is called the 
prime matrix ideal, or singular kernel, associated with 
T f. We note that the set of matrix cones over R with gi­
ven associated singular kernel is partially ordered by 
inclusion; it is closed under unions of chains (and un­
der any intersection), hence every matrix cone is con­
tained in a maximal one by Zom* s lemma.
Next we prove some elementary properties of matrix 
cones.
Lemma 5.2. let TY be a matrix cone over a ring R and let 
A, B, C, D£M(R). Then
(i) A6fr+ and B E TT+ A4B6ff+,
(ii) A€TT+ -=^ EAE'feTT'^ for any E, E'e-E(E),
(iii) A £ TT+ and B ê ÎT A'^BCTf^,
(iv) c +d c TT =4, (c. (o d ' ) ^ ^
any matrices C ’ and 3 ’ of appropriate size,
(v) C+Deff' = »  1^ °\ and /'^ for
(c d/ [ o  Q I
any matrices C ’ and D ' of appropriate size.
Proof, (i). Let A, BéTf^; then A4-B6ÎY by Ml so it re­
mains to show that A4-B ^ -TT. Assume on the contrary that 
-14-( A4-B) = (-14-A)4-(-14-B) 6Îf ; thus ALB 6 P and hence 
A é P  or B 6 p  by M7. This contradicts the assumption 
A, Ben'"-
(ii). let AETY^CRp and E, E'g E^(R). We have 
EAE'E TY by M3; it remains to verify that EAE’^-Tf. 
Assume EAE'e -Tf; then - U E A E ’£ tY by definition. By 
M3 again it follows that
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( )( -14-EAE' )( 1+E'“  ^) = -1LA6 fV ,
contradicting the assumption A f TY^.
(iii). Let Af Tf ^  and B 6 IT and assume that the de- 
terminantal sum A v B  is defined. Without loss of gene­
rality we may assume that the determinantal sum js taken 
with respect to the first column. By M2 we have A V B 6 T T  
so we only have to show that A V B  € - f T . Let A=(A^,A*), 
B=(BQ,A*) and assume that A ^  B=( A^+B^,A*)6 -îf• How
1 LB £ TY by M1 and M5, hence, by M5 again, -1L(-B^,A^) 
is also in Tf . Using M2 we find that
_1LA=(-1L(AQ+BQ,A.)) V  (-1L(-BQ,A*))£TT
which implies A£-fT, a contradiction.
(iv). Let C 6 , D 6 R^ and denote the columns of C by
C^,...,C^. Suppose that OLD £ Tf. We show that
g, /c^ Cg ... 0
\c^ 0 ... 0 D
is in TT for any '"'R; for arbitrary C'£ ”r ” the
assertion can be proved by repeated application of a simi­
lar argument and ^ ) £tT follows by symmetry. We can
VO 3 /
write B ’ as the following.determinantal sum:
|C 0\ |0 c, ... o\
“ \0 L>/ Ic^ 0 ... 0 3/.
Now CLDCTT by hypothesis and the second matrix in the 
determinantal sum is clearly non-full, hence it is also 
in TY . By M2 we deduce that B ’cTf-
(-v). The verificatin of the statement is similar to that
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ol (iv), except that in the last step we use (iii) above 
instead of M2.
We have seen that if Tf is a matrix cone over a ring 
R then p  = Tf A  "Tf ÎR a prime matrix ideal; in consequ­
ence; there exists an epic R-field, say K, with singular 
kernel P  . We define a subset P(TT ) of K as follows:
P (Tf ) = ^ P€K I 3 admissible matrix (A^,A*,A^)
for p such that (A^,A^)L(A*,-A^)€ ff j .
When Tf is square-positive we have
Theorem 5.3. T^t Tf be a square-positive matrix cone over 
a ring R with associated singular'kernel J) and let K be
the epic R-field with prime matrix ideal P. Then P  (Tf)
i c- the positive cone of a square-positive partial order 
on K.
Proof. Pir^t we check P1-P3. To verify PI and P2 it will 
clearly suffice to show that
p. qe P(ÎY)\(0} =» p+q6P{rr)\(0^. (15)
We note that a non-zero element p of K ie in P(Tt ) if 
and only if there exi^t^ an admissible matrix (A^,A*,A^)
for p such that (A*,A^)+(A*,-AQ)g'n'^. Thus given
P, qeP(S')\[Oj we can find admissible systems
(A^,A*.Aj^)(1 ,u,p)^=0, (16)
(Bo.3,,B^)(1,v,q)^=0
for p anq respectively, so that ( A.j(., A^)L( A^ ,-A^) and 
( B„ ,Bjj|)+( B,,-Bq ) are in ff*. Then
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An 0 0 '
0 -R_ Bm B.m
( 1 ,u ,p ,v ,p + q )^ = 0
js a system admissible for p+q. We show that
D =
A, An 0 0
0 -Bm Bm
A, 0 -A^
0 -Bm ” 0^1
is in Tf*’ which will prove that P+q C P d Y  ) \  {o] . Write 
0 as the determinantal sum with respect to the last co­
lumn :
A. A^ 0 0 0
0 A, A^ 0 0
0 -Bm B.-Bo
A* A^ 0 0 
3 -«m B^ 0
0 A, A„ 0 -A^
^ -3m 3+ 0 ,
Put for the first and for the second matrix in the 
above determinantal sum. We claim that both and are 
E-associated to a matrix in TY î hy Lemma 5.2 (ii) it 
follows then that , D^&TT and hence, by Lemma 5.2 
(iii), 3=3^^ Tf To prove the claim consider the 
matrix
Bi =
'A* A„ 0 0
0 0 A, A^ 0
0 -B 0 0 BL B_ 0 0m m
0 0 0 -B^ 0 0 B*-BQ,
which is E-associated to 3^. Now (A*,A^) ia the denomina­
tor of p in (16) hence (A*,An)^^P (A*,An)L(A*,A^)
is in Ty ^  since Tf is square-positive. Furthermore
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3. B_ 0 0 .
0 0 B. -B '
since q€P(Tf )\{oJ by assumption. By lemma 5.2 (i) and
(v) we deduce that €. Tf Similarly, Dg iR E-associated
to
FA* 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 A.-A_ 0 0 0 -A
^2 = ' B, 0 ,.00
0 0 B, B^
and using an argument, analogous to the one employed to 
verify that is inTf*", we deduce that 3g £ ff \  This 
completes the proof of (15).
P3. Let p, q, (A^,A*,An), (B^,B^,B^) be as before and set
C = M o  A. An 3 ° ) 
\0 , 0 So B* \ l  •
Then
C(1,u,p,vp,qp)^ = 0
is a system admissible for qp. We have to show that
. /A. A „ 0  0 I /
M  Bo B. \
A* A„ 0 -A„ 
0 Bo B, 0
is in T Y . Now C  is E-associated to
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/A, 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 A,-A^ 0 0 0 -A
C ' '= * o n
0 Bo 0 0 B, 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 B.-B* 0
and C'' can be written as the determinantal sum with res 
pect to the last column:
/A, A^ 0 0
0 0 A.-Ao
O' Bn 0 0 B 0 0m
0 0 0 0 0 0 B.-B
* 0
0 0 0^
0 0 ■-^n
\ 0 0
0 0/
TT by M1
and Lemma 5.2 (iv) while the second one is non-full over 
R and hence it is also in Tf by M 4 . Thus O'*feîf by M2 and, 
consequently. O'£ TY since C  and C '  are E-associated.
It remains to verify that P (Tf) is square-positive. In 
view of P2 and P3 it will suffice to show that P(TT) con­
tains all squares. Let p 6 K  and let (A^,A^,A^) be any 
matrix admissible for p. Then
(
Ao A. A, 0 0
0 0 Ao A. A^ ,
is admissible for p . We show that
0 0. (*• *"
V» *0
A* Aj, 0 -Ag
A* A„. 0 Ao A, 0)
is in ft , this will prove that p^6 P(TT). The matrix A is 
E-associated to
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/A* 0 0 \ /A*-Aq 0 -A \
A ^ A ^ A j U o  0 A^-Aj
and A' is in TT by Lemma 5.2 (iv), M1 and since is 
square-positive. Hence Aeff and so p^éP(ÎT).
We remark that if TT is any matrix cone over R with 
associated singular kernelf and K is the epic R-field 
with prime matrix ideal P  then TT induces a partial or­
der on K with positive cone
P=|^PCK| 3 an admissible matrix (A^,A*,A^)
for p such that (A*,A^), ( A* ,-A^)€ ÎY j .
Further, if TT is square-positive then P coincides with 
P(Tt). The verification of these facts is similar to 
that of the above theorem and will be omitted because we 
are mainly interested in square-positive matrix cones.
We shall want to obtain square-positive matrix cones 
from square-positive partial orders on epic R-fields. A 
method to do this is given in 
Theorem 5.4. Let R be a ring and assume that 
o< : R — ► K is an epic R-field with singular kernel P  . 
Suppose that ^  is a square-positive partial order on K 
with positive cone P. Then the set
■Tf'(P)= I" A € M(R) I detA^ 2» oj
of matrices over R is a square-positive matrix cone with 
associated singular kernel
Proof. M1, M2 and M3 follow by 02, 04 and 01 respectively 
while M4 is the consequence of having defined det T=0 
whenever T is a singular square matrix over R. Notice that
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fT (B ) f\ -TT(P) in the subset of M(P) cosisting of all 
matrices which become singular over K; hence 
TT ( /I -Tn P) = J) and now M4-M7 easily follow from the 
fact that P  is a prime matrix ideal. Finally, TT(P) is 
square-positive because P is so.
Proposition 5.5. Let P be a ring and assume that
o< : R —► K is an epic R-field. Assume further that P
is the positive cone associated with a square-positive
partial order on K. Then P=P(n(P))-
Proof. Let p £ P  and let (A^,A*,A^) be a matrix over R,
admissible for p. Then, as we have seen
p = det(( A*,-A^)
= det(( A,,Aj^ )+( A*,-A^)r (det(A*,A^)*)-2
and since P is square-positive we deduce that 
(A^,A^)L(A^^,-A^)e TT(P) .  Thus pep(7T(P)), by defini­
tion. Conversely, suppose that p 6 P ( T T ( P ) ) ;  then there 
is an admissible matrix (A^,A*,A^) over R such thatO’ * ’ n
(A*,A^)L(A*,-An)6 TT(P). It fo l lo w s  that
det(A,,A^j^ det(A,,-A^r^ P 
and since P is square-positive this implies that 
p = (det(A*,A^f*)"^ det( A*,-A^)£  P 
and so p6 P.
This proposition demonstrates that there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between square-positive partial or­
ders on K and square—positive matrix cones over R of form 
TT(P), where P is a square-positive partial order on K. 
Our next objective is to prove the matrix cone analogue
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ol Theorem 3.3, Corollary. Let S be a subset ol M(R); 
recall that the matrix semicone T f , generated by S, con­
sists of all the matrices which can be built up from ele­
ments of F5 and non-full square matrices over P. by the 
operations 4-, V  and multiplication by elements of E(R). 
Let A£ÎY; by the length of A (in Tf) we shall under­
stand the minimum number of operations 4-, V  and left or 
right multiplication by an element of E(R) needed to ob­
tain A as an element of Tf . The length of A will be deno­
ted by 1(A). Thus, for instance, the length of A is
zero if and only if A£ S or A is non-full.
Lemma 5.6. Let R be a ring and assume that c< : R — ► K 
is an epic R-field with singular kernel P  . Assume fur­
ther that 6% is a square-positive partial order on K and 
denote by IT the matrix semicone generated by P  , 1 and 
S=^A+A€K(R) I A€M(E)j. Then detA^à» 0 for all
A6 n .
Proof. Notice that all non-full square matrices are con­
tained in P  . We use induction on the length. Let A £ TT; 
if 1(A) = 0 then k é P  or A=1 or A 6 B , in each case we 
have d e t A ^ ^ O .  Now let 1(a)>0; then
A=34-C or A=B V C  or A=EB or A=BE,
where B,. CcTf , E6E(R) and.further l(A)Z» 1(B), 1(C). 
By the induction hypothesis we have detB ^  0 and 
detC'*^^0. Suppose that A = B + C . ’ By D2 we have
—  detA = detB detC
and hence detA^O* The other cases can he treated simi­
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larly; when A = B V C  we use Lemma 4.1 v/hile if A = BE 
or A = EB then B1 is employed.
Coroll^^. Let R, K, P  > Tf and ^  he as in the lemma.
Then Tf f) -Tf = P  .
Proof. The inclusion T f n - f f ^ p  is obvious. To see the 
converse let A 6 TY A -TT; then by the lemma we have 
O ’S d e t A ^  and 0 det( -1 L A ^  = -detJlT^  . Hence detA^ = 0 
and it follows that A6P.
We can now prove the analogue of Theorem 3.3 Corol­
lary.
Theorem 5.7. Let R be a ring and suppose that 
o< : R — ► K is an epic R-field with singular kernel P  . 
Then K can be fully ordered if and only if the matrix 
semicone generated by P  , 1 and S = ^ A L A £ M(R) | A£M(R)J 
is a matrix cone.
Proof. Put TT for the matrix semicone in the statement. 
Assume first that ^  is a full order on K. Then TT sa­
tisfies the matrix cone axioms M1-M4 and M5-M7 also 
hold since T T O “ T T = P  is a prime matrix ideal by the 
above .corollary. Hence TT is a matrix cone.
Conversely, assume that TT is a matrix cone; we have to 
verify that K can be fully ordered. Put P* =TYA-TT and 
let K ’ be the epic R-field with singular kernel p ’. 
Clearly Tf is square-positive so P (TT ) is the positive 
cone of a square-positive partial order on K*, by Theorem 
5.3, which can be extended to a full order on K ’ by Theo­
rem 3.3. It remains to verify that P* = P  for this 
implies that 'K=K*.' The inclusion P  £  P* is obvious. 
Let A e R ^ O P *  ; vre use double induction, first on n
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and then on 1(A), to show that Ae P.
If n=1 then A 6 R and by the construction ol Tf this 
can only be the case if A 6 p . Let n ^ 1 and assume that 
1(A) = 0. Then
A=BLB or A £ P  .
If k € P  there is nothing to prove. Let A=BLB; then
B6p' since A£p* and, further, B 6 R where m ^  n.m
Thus B £ P  by induction hypothesis and hence A c P  . 
Suppose now that 1(A)>0. Then
A=BLC or A=BVC or A=EB or A=BE,
where B, CefT, E 6E(R) and 1(A) => 1(B), 1(C). We 
consider the above four cases separately. Jf A=B4-C 
then 36 P ’ or CCP' since p ’ is a prime matrix 
ideal. But both B and C are of smaller size than A and 
so, by the induction hypothesis, B £ p  or C e P  whence 
A 6 P  . Assume next that A=BVC. Then we have 
d e t A O  detB+JetC by D4 and further detA=0 since 
A £ P* . From Lemma 5.6 we can now deduce that
detB=detC=0.
It follows that B, C e P '  and so, by the induction hy­
pothesis, both B and C belong to P  . In consequence:
A = B v e e p  . Finally, let A=EB. Now B £ P ’ since 
A 6 P' and by the induction hypothesis this implies that 
B f P  whence A 6 P. The fourth case is treated similar­
ly. This completes the proof.
The next theorem treats the case when K is a field
of fractions of R.
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The orem ^^8. Let H be a partially ordered ring with po­
sitive cone P and assume that K is a field of fractions 
of R with singular kernel P  . Then P can be extended to 
a full order on K if and only if there exists a square- 
positive matrix cone over R, say TT , such that
(i) îrn-îT = p,
(ii) TT =) f,
where elements of P are considered as 1x1 matrices. 
Moreover, P extends to a unique full order on K if and 
only if P(TY) is a total cone for every square-positi­
ve matrix cone which satisfies (i) and (ii).
Proof. Let denote the set of total cones over K con­
taining P and ^2 the set of square-positive matrix 
cone*5 over R which satisfy ( i) and (ii). With this no­
tation the first assertion of the theorem states that
is non-empty precisely if 8g ÎR non-empty. Let P ’ 
be an element of ; we claim that TX(f’) ^ ^ 2 * By 
Theorem 5.4 TT(P') if? square-positive and satisfies ( i) . 
let a 6 P; then det( a)=a P ^  P' whence a £ TT( P ' )
and hence (ii) also holds. Conversely, assume TT 6  S g ;
then P (T T )  iR a square-positive partial order on K by 
Theorem 5.3. Por any a 6 R the matrix (-a,1) is ad­
missible for a. Now if aéP then a is also in TT by (ii) 
and consequently 1 La 6TT • This proves that P C P(TT ) 
and by Theorem 3.3 we deduce that P(TT), hence also P, 
has a full extension. We now turn to the second asser­
tion of the theorem. Suppose first that that P^ and Pg 
are distinct elements of S  ^. Then P*=P^O P2 oot
a total cone over R, but it is square-positive since 
both P^  and P2 are so. Furthermore P' contains P and
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it is easy to see now that TT( P* ) £ ^ 2 ' Moreover, by 
Proposition 5.5, P ’=P(7T ( P ’)); thus Tf( F' ) iR a square- 
positive matrix cone satisfying (i) and (ii),such that 
P(TT(F')) ÎR not total. Conversely, suppose that P can 
be extended to a unique full order on K; we have to 
show that P(TT) is a total cone for each Tf 6 8^. 
Assume the contrary, namely: Tf ' e 8^ but P ' = P ( T T ’) 
is not total. Clearly, P ’ is square-positive and con­
tains P. Let p e  K \  (P 'U ”F'). Then by Theorem 3.3 
there exist total cones P^ and P^, both containing P, 
such that p € P-| and -p 6 P^. Thus P^ and P^ are dis­
tinct elements of 8^, a contradiction.
As an application we prove the following 
Proposition 5.9. Let K be an ordered field with centre 
k and let X be a set. Then the ordering of K can be 
extended to K ^ X %
Proof. Put R=K^^X), let ^  be the given ordering of K 
and write P for the positive cone associated with ^ . 
Assume first that [X:kQ=oo. We know from the above 
theorem that to prove the claim it will suffice to 
find a square-positive matrix cone, with, associated 
singular kernel (=set of all non-full matrices
over K), which contains P. Let us verify that
ff = ^ A € M ( R )  j detA^ ^  0 for every evalu­
ation s : R K J
is such a matrix cone. Let s be an arbitrary evalua­
tion; then s is the identity map on K and hence for 
each a £ P we have det(a®) = a ^ O .  This shows that
12
F . Let A be a square matrix over R; then
det( ALA)”=det(A^)^ >  0
and so Tf is square-positive, provided it is a matrix 
cone. Thus it remains to show that TT is a matrix cone 
with the prescribed associated singular kernel. The mat­
rix cone axioms Ml-M3 follow by properties 31-D4 of det. 
We check M2, M1 and M3 can be proved similarly. Let A 
and B be in TT and assume that A V B  is defined. For 
every evaluation s we have detA^ > 0  and d e t B ^ ^ O .  
Further ( AVB) A^V and so by Lemma 4.1 we have
det(AvB)^=det(A^VB^) >  0
which shows that A V B c T f .  To verify M4-M7 and and prove 
that is the singular kernel associated with Tf it
will suffice to show that T t O - T r = p Q *  Suppose that A 
is a non-full square matrix over R; then for any evalua­
tion s, A^ is singular over K and hence so is -14-A.
It follows that
detA^=det(-1LA)^=0
which implies that A£ TT A  -Tf - In consequence: 
Pq OTTA-TT. Now let A£M(R) be full over R; by Theo­
rem 1.3.1 we can choose an evaluation, say s’, so that 
A^ is non-singular over K. Then
det(-1LA)!* = -detA® V o
so either det(A^') or det(-UA) -CO. It follows
that A^ÎT/1-ÎY and this shows that Tf Q  -Tf £  - Thus
J)^ = TT/]-Tf, as claimed.
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When : k] <  o# embed K in 0=K( t ) ( x ; ^  , where ^  is 
the endomorphism of K(t) induced by t h- t^. Then ^  can 
be extended to a full order an described at the beginning 
of Example 1 .10. Now the centre of D is clearly k and 
further [O:kj=oo. It follows that the ordering of D, and 
hence also of K, can be extended to a full order on 
D^X>. Thus ^  can be extended to since, by Pro­
position 5.4.2, Corollary of [5], K ^ ^ X ^ ^ O ^ X ^
2.6. Examples
In this section we discuss three examples. In the 
first oné we use the ordered monoid with no groups of 
fractions,constructed in §2 to obtain an ordered ring with 
no fields of fractions. The second example demonstrates 
that a full order on a free algebra need not be extendible 
to a field of fractions while in the third example we de­
fine a full order on a free algebra whose extension to the 
universal field of fractions is not unique.
Example 6.1. Let S ’ and A  be as in §2. Thus S ’ is a can­
cellation monoid with no groups of fraction and ^  is a 
full order on S ’. Further let k be a field with a full or­
der ^  and consider the semigroup algebra R=kS'. Then 
every non-zero element f of E can be written uniquely as 
follows:
n ■ (o/a^ , R^ es', Rg-K ... <^ 5^ )
We define a full order on R by putting
f 0 if 0.
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Hence R ie an ordered rinc which cannot be embedded in a 
field since "ny field containing R would also contain a 
group of fractions of S».
Example 6.2. Let k be a commutative field with a full or-
6  3-nd let I.! be the free monoid on a, b and c. Then
the free algebra k^a,b,c) is just the semigroup algebra 
kM. Order LÎ lexicographically so that
a ^  b "«C c
0nd define an ordering ^  of k^a,b,c) by putting
n
> 0  (0/a^tk, m^ €.K, m ^ <  ... m^) if a ^ O .
i—1
Consider nov/ the free algebra R;=k<x,y) . As is well-
2
loiov/n the subalgebra S of R generated by x, xy and xy 
is free on these.elements. Thus, using the ordering of 
k^a,b,c^ defined above, S can be fully ordered so that
2
xy <. X <. xy.
The natural embedding S k4}:,y>" is easily seen to 
be epic so k<x,y^ is a field of fractions of S (clear­
ly not the universal one). We claim that 6  cannot be 
extended to k-^,y>. In fact, cannot even be exten-
P 2
ded to H for xy «C % implies that y «C 0, hence 
y <■ 0, while x <ixy implies yZ» 0.
• Before giving the last example we note that if E is 
a field with a full order ^  and G is a group with a 
full order •< then the Malcev-Beumann field, K((G,^)), 
has a natural ordering induced hy ^  and ^  .
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Where gQ=min( supp(f ) ) (cf. [11;. Corollary 11, p.l37j end 
the end of ^ 1.3).
Example 6.3. 7/e have shov/n in Example 1,7 that the free 
monoid S on x and y has a full ordering, say ^ which 
extends to the free group P on x and y in several dis­
tinct ways. Let 4^ and ^  ^ he distinct full orders on P 
which agree with 4 ° on S. Purther let k be a commuta­
tive field with a full order < .  Order the free algebra 
k^x,y^ as follows:
^i^i ^  ^ (0/a^6k, s^CS, 3^4°...^° s^) if a^>0.
i=l
As we have mentioned at the end of ^1.3, Lev/in has shown 
in [l^ that for any full order on P the subfield of 
k((F,^)), generated by k<x,y) is k<:>:,y>. It follows 
that the natural ordering of k((F,^)) also fully or­
ders k<x,y>. Now let ^  denote the natural order on
k((P, ^^)), (i=l,2). Then and 6 ^  differ on k4pc,y>
1 2
since they already differ on F. However ^  and ^  
agree with on k^x,y^, as is easily checked.
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3
The abelianized multiplicative group of 
universal fields of fractions
Let R be a commutative integral domain; the field 
of quotients Q of R can be obtained by first construct­
ing the group of quotients of the abelian monoid R^ and 
then defining addition on it. Let us denote the universal 
abelian group of a given monoid M by ^(M), then the above 
assertion can be expressed as follows: = fl(R^). Write
for the submonoid of R^ consisting of those matrices 
which become invertible over Q. Then 2"^ is an Ore mono­
id, because R is commutative, and GL^(Q) is its group 
of quotients. Recall that, except when Q=?2 and n=2, the 
determinant map can be considered as an isomorphism 
^ Q^. Putting these facts together we find
Assume now that R is also a UFD and write ?  for the set 
of equialence classes of associated primes of R; it 
follows by unique factorization that
^ G(R) X D,
where G(R) is the group of units of R and D is the free 
abelian group on P . In this chapter we obtain analogues 
of these results in the non-commutative case.
Let R be a Sylvester domain, write U for its univer­
sal field of fractions and let S- denote the set of full 
matrices over R. Then Z  can be viewed as a submonoid of
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M(n) and we hnve the inclusion
^ ^ G L ( U ) .  (1)
Our concern is the universal abelian group, a(2.), of S.. 
The above inclusion induces a natural homomorphism of 
abelian groups
OL(Z) GL(U)®-^
and we show in section 1 that this is an isomorphism 
(Theorem 1.4)• Recall that the Dieudonne determinant 
establishes an isomorphism GL(U)^^ = Clearly, the
image of ZL in CL(2) under the natural map is the uni­
versal cancellation monoid of Z. and so the above result 
allows us to compute the Dieudonne determinant over R, 
analogously to the way ordinary determinants can be cal­
culated over a commutative integral domain.
The inclusion (1), restricted to GL(R), induces an 
abelian group map
GL(R)®-^— GL(ü)®-^
whose cokernel will be denoted by D(R), it is called the
divisor group of R. We prove in §2 that when R is a
fully atomic semifir (e.g. if R is a fir) then D(R) is 
free abelian on the set of equivalence classes of stably 
associated matrix atoms and moreover;
GL(U)®^ = GL(R)^ Z D(R),
where GL(R)^ denotes the image of Gl(R)^^ in GL(U)^^.
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(Theorem 2.4). It follows that if, in addition, the ca- 
nonical map
G ( R )  G L ( R ) ^ ^
is surjective (i.e. if R is a GE-ring), computing
GL(U) , and hence U reduces to determining the
image of G(R) in
In section 3 v/e collect certain facts about field 
extensions v/hich will be needed in ^4 where the struc­
ture of of specific firs are described (e.g. skew
polynomial rings, free rings, coproducts of commutative 
fields amalgamating a common subfield). A typical result 
is the following: let k be a commutative field end X a 
set; then
ktX> = k^ X D(k<x:>).
3.1 GL(U(R))^^ of a Sylvester domain
Let R be a ring, S L a  set of square matrices over 
R and consider R^, the universal ^-inverting ring. 
Denote by ^  the inverse image of GL(R^) in M(R); 
then Z T  is a submonoid of M(R). We shall be investi- 
gating the universal abelian group of Z. . V/e outline 
the construction of Ct(Z); note that the same procedure 
yields OL(M) for any monoid M.‘
let us call A and A* in 1-related if
A=C]C2...C^  ^ and A'=C^^)C,^(2) ' *-^ irCn) ’
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where n c (KJ , 6 and TT is n. permutation on
,...,nj . When A and A* are 1-related v/e write A. ^ ^A*.
We define A and A* to he k-related. k >  1, if there
exists a sequence A^, A^,.,., Aj^  of elements of Z", such
that A^=A, A^=A' end for all O^itËk-1.
1 ^
Finally, define the relation on as follows:
A ^ A '  if A is k-related to A* for some kg:l.
It is easy to see that ~  is a semigroup congruence;
moreover for every pair A, B of elements of Z , we have
AB ~  EA and hence AB ^  BA. In fact ^  is the semigroup
1 ^  
congruence generated hy AB ^ B A . Consequently: Z
is the universal abelian monoid of 2C . Write A for the
image of A 6 Z 1  in and define the congruence ^
on by putting
A W  ^ if Â Ü  = 'ËÜ for some D 6 •
In terms of S L  we have
A B if and only if AC ^  BC for some C 6 2..
Factor out and write 2  for the resulting abe­
lian cancellation monoid, it can be checked directly 
that, as such, ^  is universal for • It follows
that the group of quotients of ^  is the universal
abelian group of ^  . Write [A] for the image of A 
in then every element of CL (21) is of form
—  (A, B ).
[Bj
We note that E(R) S  and further each EdE(R) is
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a product of commutators of E(R) which implies that 
[E]=[l]. In consequence: stably E-associated elements 
of 2  have the same [] -value.
Clearly, d( 2 )  is characterized by the universal 
property that for any semigroup homomorphism h of 2  
into an abelian group A, the diagram
r ] a ( z )
can be completed by a unique homomorphism of abelian 
groups h* : Cl(Z.) ^  A, so that the resulting diagram 
commutes. Under the natural map X  : R R ^  elements 
of 2  become invertible; thus v/e obtain a natural homo­
morphism
: 2  GI(R
Now by the universal property of CL(2 ) we get the 
commutative diagram
GL(R^)^^ .
Our aim is to show that in certain cases y  is an iso­
morphism. V/e need a couple of lemmas first.
Lemma 1.1. Let R be a ring and let 2  be a set of 
square matrices over R. Then the canonical homomorphism 
X* : d  (2) — ^ GL(R^)^^ is surjective.
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Proof. Let P be an element of GL(R^), say PéGL^j(R^), 
and denote the image of P in GL(R^)^B -^ y -p, prom Pro­
position 1.1.3 we know that we can choose an admissible 
system
(Ao,A„A^f (%M,X,,P)T = 0
for P, then
where (A^,A^), (A^,-A^)6 2L* It" follows now that
((a „ a^)^)-R a „ - a ^'/ = T
and consequently:
/[(A.,-A„)]\V
L(a „ a )^J,
= T.
Hence ÿ  is surjective.
Lemma 1.2. Let R be a ring and let 2 .  be a set of 
square matrices over R. Assume that R^* is weakly finite 
and X  : R -» R ^  is rank-preserving. Then there is a 
commutative diagram
[] a(z.)/A
GL(R^)
Proof. The homomorphism will be defined as the direct 
limit of homomorphisms : GL^^(R^) — > CL(2)*
Let N>"1 and let P be an element of GL^(R^ ). Purther
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let
(Ao,A.,A^)^(l%,X„P)T = 0 (2)
be an admissible system for P; such a system exists by 
Proposition 1.1.3. V/e define as follows:
L(a,.a,)] '
To see that is a homomorphism let Q be another ele­
ment of GL^(R^) and let
be an admissible system for 0. Then 
A^  A, An 0 0
(lR,X*,P,Y,P,QP)^ = 0 (3)
0 0 Bo B* \ l
is an admissible system for OP 6 GL^(R 2_) * The [ ] -value 
of the numerator of QP in (3) remains unchanged if we in­
terchange the n^^ and the (n+m)^^ columns and then mul­
tiply the last column of the resulting matrix by -1; for 
this transformation can be performed by multiplication by 
elements of E(R). We thus obtain
A. -Ao 0 -An
0 0 B* -B„1 o
and further
A. -A. 0 -A^\ 0 0 U a , -A^ 0 -A^ '
0 0 B, -B„| lO B, -B^i\0 0)( (4)
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Similarly, the denominator of QP in (3) can be factorized 
as follows:
lo B „ B .  b J  Io B , b J .
On the right-hand side of (4) and (5) the factors are 
stably E-associated to (A*,A^) and
(B^,Bm)- respectively. Hence
le ss#
Furthermore the system
(Aj^,A„A^)^(lj^,X*p-l,p--)^ = 0 
is admissible for P Q  GIk.(R^) and we have
‘""'’A " '  lûx ■ ■
Now to prove that /f is a well-defined homomorphism it 
will suffice to verify that if the matrix (G^,G*,G^) 
over R is admissible for then
= [(G*,-C-q )J .
Accordingly, let us suppose that
(Go»G^,Gn)^(lN> Tjg) = 0 (6)
is an admissible system for I^^of order n. It follows 
that
(G^.G^+Gq ) =G*(lM(n_i),-Z*)
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and since X  is rnnlcpreserving by hypothesis, we can find 
ggKnj^lI(n-l)^ and C^feB(n-l)p^^ such that
(G*,G^+Gq ) = B(C,f,C^).
Now v/e have
(7)
(G„G^) = (BC,,G„) = (B,G„) r *n 0
0
Ip
and
(G.,-Go) = (BC^-G^) = (BC„G^-BC^) = (B,G^)|®* ' o^j;
XS.
furthermore (B,G^) and belong to 2  because is
weakly finite. Thus in Cl(Z) v/e find
= [(G*, "^0^
and this completes the proof of the fact that is a
homomorphism for each N ^ 1. To obtain a homomorphism 
: GL(R^) — ^ 01(2), induced by the maps by the
direct limit property of GL(R^), we verify that for each 
N > 1  and P€GI^^(R2 )^
Consider (2), an admissible system for P €GL^^(R^) of or­
der n. It is easily checked that
'0 0 ' /I_ T 0 0 01 \ % + ln-1 0 0
0 x| 0
0 -1, f , 0 0 f 0 1 P 0
.0 1/
= 0
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is 8.n admissible system for P4l é rzLj,j_^ (^R^  ) of order 
Further:
n,
(P-LD/v
In-l 0 0 0
0 
\o
A. -A. 0
0 0 l / J
N+1
h - 1  0 0 0
A, A ^ O  
0 0 1
[(A*,-AQ^[
[(A*,A^)J
as required.
It remains to show that the diagram in the statement of
XV
the theorem commutes. Let A 6 Z  A  then 
( A , (!%,/')? = 0 
is an admissible system for A of order 1 and clearly
(A^)/V = 3  ^= W *
This completes the proof.
Theorem 1.3* Let R be a ring and let 2  be a,.set of 
square matrices over R. If the universal 2-inverting 
ring R ^  is weakly finite and X  : R - 
preserving then the canonical map
R is rank-
: q.(£) —  Gl(R-)
ab
is an isomorphism.
Proof. That y  is surjective has been proved in 
Lemma 1.1. Consider the diagram
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^ a ( £ )  ^
GL(R
^ ^ G L ( R ^ )  ^IT
v/here tt denotes the natural subjection. By lemma 1.2 and 
the definition of K  the above diagram is commutative.
To see that y  is injective assume that [A]/[B] is in 
the kernel of y  . Then A^(B^)“^ is a product of com­
mutators in Gl(Ry ) and hence
[A]
[B]
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 1.4. Let R be a Sylvester domain and let 2  de­
note the set of full matrices over R. Write U for the 
universal field of fractions of R. Then
GL(U)3t = a(21).
Proof. Recall that the natural embedding R —^  U is 
rank-preserving (cf. ^1.2.). Purther, by Theorem 7.6.5, 
Corollary of [ 4], U = R ^ , so R ^  is clearly weakly finite. 
The claim now follows from Theorem 1.3 observing that
xs.
Z  Z
Remark. Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 can be strengthened so 
as to cover left and right Ore domains as follows. Let us 
call an embedding of rings R  ^  S weakly rank-preserving 
if for each matrix A over R the following condition holds: 
/^g(A)=t implies that there exist D-j^, .€ M(R) A  GL(S)
such that /^(D^ADg) = t. For instance, assume that R is
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a right Ore domain and write Q for its field of quotiens, 
then the inclusion R £  Q is weakly rank—preserving. To 
see this assume that A € ""r” is of rank t over Q. Then 
for some matrices and C vie have A=BC.
Choosing a common denominator for the entries of B and C
we can write
A=B'(b“h^)C'(c-h^),
v/here B'ç ^R^, C'£ ^R^ and h, c£ R^, Further can be
pulled to the right and so we obtain
A=B'C''(d-ll^),
where C ’€ ^R^ and deR^, whence
A(dI^)=B'C" .
Thus the rank of A(dl^) over R is at most t and it is 
easy to see that in fact /)^(A(dI^) ) = t. A similar argu­
ment applies to left Ore domains.
The only place in Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 where we ex­
ploit the fact that R —^ R ^  is rank-preserving is to 
obtain relation (7) from (6). If R —^ R ^  is only 
weakly rank-preserving, instead of (7) we obtain
where B, C*, are of the same size as in (7) and 
D^, 2  n  As in the'proof of Lemma 1.2, we can
easily verify that
CBi(G„ )Dg] = [Dg^(G,,-Gq)D2]
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whence
[(&*,&%)] = [(G*,-Go)] •
Thus Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 hold with the hypothesis 
is rank-preserving* replaced hy »R — ». R ^  is 
weakly rank-preserving*. Now let R be a right or left Ore 
domain with field of quotients Q. Put 5^= R^; then R ^  
is just Q and so GL(Q)^^= CL(2 ).
3.2 GL(U(R))^^ of a fully atomic semifir
A ring R is said to be fully atomic if every full 
matrix over R can be written as a product of matrix atoms. 
For instance every fir is fully atomic by Theorem 5.6.4 
of [4]. In this section we specialize the results of ^1 
to fully atomic semifirs. Most of what follows is based 
on two notions: the factorization theorem for full matri­
ces over a fully atomic semifir of [4] and the divisor 
group defined in [8]. V/e begin by recalling a few results 
from [4].
/fee/
Let R be a semifir and M a finitely gnnf?rM :fTd right
R-module with presentation
0--* ^R ^R — ^  M — » 0.
Then X  is realized as left multiplication by an mxn mat­
rix over R, say A, and then M = ^R/A^R. The 
characteristic of M is defined as follows;
X(M) = m-n;
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by Schanuel's lemma % (M) is independent of the choice of 
the presentation. M is called a torsion module if 
(i) X(M) = 0 and 
(ii) X ( N ) ^ 0  for every submodule N of T.I.
Theorem 5*6.2 of ^4] states that M is a torsion module if 
and only if it is presented by a full matrix; further tv/o 
torsion modules over R are isomorphic if and only if the 
full matrices presenting them are stably associated (cf.
[6; Thm.2.1, CoroUaiy l] ). Torsion modules over R and homo­
morphism; between them form a full subcategory 7^ of 
(cf. [4; Theorem 5*3.3]) ; if R is fully atomic then torsion 
modules over R satisfy both chain conditions on torsion 
submodules and so 7^  satisfies the hypotheses of the 
Jordan-Hdlder theorem. The simple objects of 7 ^  are pre­
cisely the torsion modules presented by a matrix atom and 
hence the Jordan-Hdlder theorem in 7^ can be interpreted 
as follows:
Theorem 2.1. ([4; Thm.5.6.4]) Let R be a fully atomic
semifir and denote by 2 .  the monoid of full matrices
over R.'Then 2  has unique factorization in the sense 
that every full matrix can be written as a product of mat­
rix atoms and the atomic factors are unique up to stable
association and order.
Let R be a fully atomic semifir, let 2 .  be the 
monoid of full matrices over R and write U for the univer­
sal field of fractions of R. We shall use the above theo­
rem to describe the structure of GL(U)^^. It is easy to 
see that stable association is an equivalence relation on 
Z  ; we write Jt for the set of similarity classes of
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matrix atoms and the elements of Jh are called prime 
^visors. Let be an arbitrary set of representatives
of ft. By what has been said it is clear that any element 
A of can be decomposed as follows:
A = % l P l V l % 2 f 2 V 2 . (8)
where V ^ 6  GL(R), and further n and the
are unique. On applying [ ] to (8) and setting
W = U-,V. ...U we find 1 1  n n
[A] = Lw] [pp [p^l... [p^l. (9)
Thus we can write
[a] = [w] I I [pp (W€G1(R), n.e/W)
p^eA*
where only a finite number of the n^  ^ are non-zero. The 
n.
[P\] for which n^/O are called the primary divisors 
of A. (Notice that according to this definition ^P\] and 
[PJ^ are counted as distinct primary divisors.)
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a fully atomic semifir and let Z  
denote the monoid of full matrices over R. Let A, B € 22; 
if [aJ = [bJ then A and B have the same primary divisors. 
Proof. Suppose fA] = [B]; by the construction of Cl( E  ) 
it follows that AC and BC are k-related for some k ^  1 
and C e 2  • claim that AC and BC have the same primary 
divisors, this is clearly equivalent to A and B having 
the same primary divisors. By the definition.of  ^ ^ -
k-relatedness (see the beginning of fl) it suffices to 
verify the claim when k=l and this is straightforward.
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By the above lemma the in (9) are unique and
hence, by cancellation,. 00 is [w]. We get 
Theorem 2.3# Let R be a fully atomic semifir and let 2  
denote the monoid of full matrices over R. Write N for 
the imege of GL(R) in Z  D'(R) for the sub-
monoid of generated by the prime divisors. Then
D*(R) is the free abelian monoid on the set of prime 
divisors of R and
= N X D'(R). (10)
Proof. From Lemma 2.2 it follows that
• • • frj = [Q]3 [Qpl • • • (Fi? Q )
if and only if m=n and a suitable rearrangement of the 
indeces gives P^ = Q , i=l,...,n. This proves that D*(R) 
is free abelian on it. Further (9) shows that 
2 1 ^bc = (r) and the remark preceding the theorem
completes the proof.
Write D(R) for the group of fractions of B*(R) in 
the setup of the above theorem, clearly D(R) is the free 
abelian group on it; it is called the divisor group of R. 
Recall that we have defined CLCS.) as the group of frac­
tions of 2 ^ ^ ^ ,  hence from Theorem 2.3 it follows that 
O L ( Z ) = N  X D(R). Moreover : O H ' S , ) - *  GL(U(R))®^
is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.4 and, under X' > ^ is
mapped onto
GL(R)GL(U(R))’
GL(U(R))'
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which is also the image of of GL(R)^^ under the natural 
homomorphism GL(R) — ^ GL(U(R))^^, This proves 
Theorem 2.4» Let R be a fully atomic semifir and put 
U=U(R). Then
Gl(U)®-^ = GL(R)®-B X d (R),
v/here GL(R)®B denotes the image of GL(R)®'B in GL(U)®'^ 
and D(R) is the free abelian group on the set of prime 
divisors of R.
By a GE-ring v/e understand a ring over which every 
invertible matrix can be written as a product DE, where 
E 6 E(R) and D is a diagonal matrix with units on its 
diagonal. A GE-ring which is also a semifir is said to be 
a strong GE-ring (see [4; pp.52-53] for an alternative 
definition). Euclidean rings, more generally rings with 
weak algorithm (see [4] for the definition) are examples 
of strong GE-rings. Furthermore the coproduct of a family 
of strong GE-rings, amalgamating a common subfield, is 
again a strong GE-ring (cf. [3; Thm.3.4]).
Assume now that R is a fully atomic strong GE-ring 
and write U for its universal field of fractions. The 
Dieudonne determinant establishes an isomorphism 
GL(U)^^ —V and so the above theorem implies that
= G % D(R),
where G denotes the isomorphic image of GL(S) under 
det. Let T6GL(R); since R is a GE-ring we can write 
T=DE, where D=d^4d24...1d^^ d^f G(R), and E€E^(B). Set 
dsdid^.-.dn, then clearljr detT = detD = dU^'. It follows
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that
G(R) 
G = -
UXI
and the second isomorphism theorem completes the proof of 
Corollary 1. Let R be a fully atomic strong GE—ring with 
universal field of fractions U. Then
,xab _
G(R)AU'
This corollary shows that to compute of a
fully atomic strong GE-ring we have to determine 
G(R) n  ; next v/e consider this problem in a more gene­
ral context.
An embedding of rings f : R S is said to be 
commutator-pure if the induced abelian group homomorphism 
G(R)^^ — ► G(S)^^ is an embedding; alternatively v/e say
that R is commutator-pure in S with respect to f. Observe 
that f is commutator-pure if and only if
G(R)^n G(S)' = (G(R)')f.
Clearly, (G(R)*) is always contained in G(S)*, so to 
prove that f is commutator-pure it suffices to establish 
the reverse inclusion. For instance, an embedding of com­
mutative rings is commutator-pure; we shall soon see 
examples of embeddings which are not commutator-pure. Let 
R be a Sylvester domain; if the inclusion R C U ( E )  is 
commutator—pure we shall say that R is commutator—pure.
An immediate consequence of this terminology and Corol­
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lary 1 is
Corollary 2. Let R be a fully atomic strong GE-semifir 
which is commutator-pure, and put U=U(R). Then
In section 4 we shall prove that free algebras and 
certain related rings are commutator—pure. An example of 
^ fully atomic strong GE-ring which is not commutator- 
pure is the skew polynomial ring S=k[x;o(,J where k is a 
commutative field and l/<< 6 Aut(k). S is a Euclidean, 
hence an Ore, ring and K=k(x;*K) is its universal field 
of fractions. The group of units of S is just k^, which 
is abelian, hence G(S)* =1. Prom the commutation formula 
ax = xa , a€k, we obtain the relation
-1 -1 -1 a X ax = a a
over K which shows that a"^a°^E . Picking a so that
we have e (G(S) H  ) \  G(S)*.
Another interesting example of a non-commutator-pure 
fully atomic strong GE-ring is the following. Let k be a 
commutative field and let k(a), k(b) be isomorphic simple 
algebraic extensions of k. Adjoin commuting indeterminâtes 
X, y to k{a) and k(b), respectively, and put
R = k ( x ) ( a )  L J k ( y )  (b) 
k
and U=U(R). Every field is a strong GE-ring, hence R, as 
a coproduct of strong GE-rings, is itself a strong 
GE-ring. Moreover R is a fir, by Theorem 5-3.2 of [5] , 
and so it is fully atomic. The group of units of R can be
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determined using Proposition 5.3.4 of [5]; we have:
G(R) = k(x)(a)X . k(y)(h)%,
ir
viz. the group theoretical coproduct of k(x)(a)% and 
k(y)(h)*, amalgamating k^. We claim that
b"^a € (G(R)n U%') \  G(R)'. (11)
The groups k*, k(x)(a)%, k(y)(b)^ are abelian; in the 
category of abelian groups the pushout of k'^C.k(x)(a) 
and k'^  C  k(y)(b) is
k(x)(a)^ X k(y)(b)%
p = --------------------- ,
H
where H = [( c, c~^) € k(x) (a)^ X k(y) (b)^ ( c e k ^ j . B y t h e  
coproduct property of G(R) we obtain a homomorphism 
h : G(R) —  ^P,. then G(R)’ is contained in the kernel of 
h since P is abelian.'However, b"^a ^ kerh and therefore 
b"^a^G(R)*. Now the centre of U is k by Theorem 4.7 of 
[ 7]; we have adjoined the indeterminates so as to be able 
to apply this theorem* Thus a and b are zeros of the same 
irreducible polynomial over ctrU; it follows by the 
Skolem-Noether theorem that a and b are conjugates in U.‘ .
—T_ XConsequently a = t  bt, for some t 6 U , and hence 
b ”^a= b“^t“^bt which proves (11). Hence R is not commu­
tator-pure.
Remark 1. As we have mentioned in the previous section,
ab
for any monoid M the universal abelian monoid, M , can 
be obtained by factoring out the congruence relation 
generated by a b, a, b€rM. Observe that if M* is a
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submonoid of M, closed under factorizations, then
an embedding. It follows that in the 
setting of Theorem 2.3 GL(R) ^ Z  ^  is an embedding. 
Consider the natural map 2 —  D»(R) (cf. (10)). This 
induces a surjection
Z a b
—  D'(R)
GL(R)^^
and an argument similar to the proof Of Theorem 2.3 
shows that it is one-to-one. Hence 2. / G L ( R ) = D* (R).
In particular 2 ^ ^  — ^ GL(U)^^ is an embedding if and 
only if GL(R)®'^— » GL(U)^^ is an embedding and the for­
mer is clearly equivalent to 2 ^ ^  having cancellation. 
Thus the examples preceding this remark show that 2-®"^ 
need not have cancellation.
Remark 2. For any Sylvester domain the divisor group of R 
can be defined as the cokemel of the natural map
where U = U(R). From Theorem 2.4 it follows that this 
definition coincides with the one given for fully atomic 
semifirs. When R is a semifir the divisor group has the 
following interpretation. We have indicated at the begin­
ning of this section that torsion modules over R and 
homomorphism between them form an abelian category 7^.
In this category ffi 'is a product so we can form
the G r o#t h end i e c k group of 7^. (cf. [2] ). We claim that
Eo 71 = 0(B)'
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^  f t h e  monoid of full matrices over R and de­
note by [[A]] the image of A 6 2. under the canonical 
map
GL(U)^^
GL(R)®'^
= D(R).
Define a map
y  : Gb D(R), M [[A]] ,
where A is any full matrix presenting the torsion module
H. Let and be torsion modules over R presented by 
full matrices A^ and A^, respectively: if and 
only if A^ and A^ are stably associated over R
([6; Thm.2.1, Corollary]) and, further, is pre­
sented by A^^Ag, as is easily verified. Using these 
facts it is not hard to show that ^ satisfies the requi­
red universal property.
3.3 Commutator-pure embeddings of fields
In this section we establish some results which will 
be needed later. Let D be a field with a central subfield 
k; our aim is to find a commutator-pure embedding of D . 
into a field E, such that ctrE=k and, further, E and k 
satisfy the hypotheses' of the specialization lemma (Thm.
I.3.1).
We begin by recalling the construction of a certain 
type of fields of formal power series. Let K be a field 
and let cT be a derivation on K; the set of all formal
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power series in y, of form
00
» (a. 6 K)
1 =  0
can be made into a ring with the usual addition and mul 
tiplication defined by the commutation formula
oo
ya = ( 2  a y^) y for all a 6 K.
1=0
The ring so obtained is denoted by K[[y;l,<TJ] . Then 
ECfy;l,cT'JJ is a PID, its field of quotients is the field 
formal Laurent series in.y which we denote by K((y;l,cf)) 
We note that in K( (y; l,cT) ) the commutation formula for
-1 .
y IS
_1 _i
y a = ay -a for all a e K.
Put S=K[[y; 1,(T]] and D=K( (y; l,cT) ) ; every non-zero ele­
ment f of D can be written in normal form as follows:
f = f lY"",
v/here ne2Z., f^£ S \ Sy and both are unique. Let n e Z  
and f ^ € S \  Sy; it is easy to see that
F f i  = q y ”
for some f^€ S \ Sy and the commutation formulae show 
that the constant terms-of f^ and f^ agree. Furthermore 
f“^£ S \ S y  and the constant term of f^^ is the inverse 
of the constant term of f^. These facts will be used in 
the proof of
Lemma 3.1. Let K be a field with centre k and let cT be a
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derivation on K. Put D = K((y;l,f)). Then the inclusion 
K C-B is commutator-pure. Furthermore ctrD = ctrKHkercT 
and if cT^  is non—zero then D is infinite dimensional over 
its centre.
Proof. Set S = K[[y; 1 , ,  Consider first any commutator 
in D^. Let
f = f 1 y^ and g = y^
be elements of D in normal form and suppose that a and b 
are the constant terms of f and g, respectively. Then
( f , g) = y Ï V ~ ”gï^f ly^giy®
and v;e can pull powers of y to one side v/hich, as we have 
seen, does not change the constant terms of f^, g^, f^^ 
and g^^. It follows that
(f,g)= (a,b)+h,
a, b€ and heSy. Assume now that e 4 K ^  is a pro- 
duct of commutators in B :
e = TT(f^,g^), q„g.feD''.'
By what has been said it is clear that 
e = I [((a^fb^) +h.^ )
where a., b. 6 and h. 6 By. On comparing constant 
1 1
terms we find that
e = n  ( , b )
and hence e €. . This proves that K is commutator-pure
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in D. As to the centre of D, it follows from the commu­
tation rules that ctrD = ctrK O  ker <T. Further if (T/0 
then y f CtrD and hence [D:ctrDj=oo.
Proposition 3*2. Let E he a field with centre k and put 
K=E(t). Write cT for the derivation d/dt on K and 
let D he as in Lemma 3.1. Then E is commutator-pure in D. 
Further, in characteristic 0 the centre of D is k while 
in characteristic p: ctrD = k(t^). In either case
[D: CtrD] =oo.
Proof. We know from the above lemma that E is commutator- 
pure in E((t)) (put cT=0) and clearly this implies that 
E is commutator-pure in E(t). Applying Lemma 3.1 again 
we find that E(t) is commutator-pure in D; in consequence 
E is commutator-pure in D. Observe that in characteristic 
0 the kernel of is E while in characteristic p 
ker cT^ = E(t^). Now the assertions of the proposition 
follow by Lemma 3.1.
Recall that a commutative field K is said to be a 
regular extension of its subfield k if K ®  k is an in­
tegral domain, where k is the algebraic closure of k.
In characteristic 0 this is equivalent to k being algeb­
raically closed in K. Let K be a finitely generated regu­
lar extension of a field k of characteristic 0. It is 
well-known that -K is either a rational function field
or is of form where a is
algebraic over k(t^,...,t^), but not over k. We shall 
want to know that K has a commutator-pure embedding into 
a field D with centre k, such that [b:k] = oa. First we
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need a lemma.
Lemma 3,3. Let k be a commutative field of characteristic 
0 ’ and let T = be a set of commuting inde-
terminates indexed by the positive natural numbers. Set 
F = k(T) and define a derivation d on F by putting 
tj^  — t^^2 for all i. Then
(i) ^ ^  k [t^,..., \ k  [t^,..., t^] implies that
f C k ..., \k[t^,.. ' ,
(ii) ker d n  k [ï] = k,
(iii) f€k[T] = >  degf = deg f^,
(iv) ker d = k.
Proof. The verification of (i) is straightforward and 
(ii) follows from (i). .^Then f is a monomial (iii) can be 
proved by induction on the degree of f, the general case 
follows by linearity and (i).
(iv). It is clear that k g  ker d. Let q € F \ k ,  say
q € k(t^,. ..,t^) ; then q = f / g where f. and g are non­
zero elements of kft^,... , t^ .~ Furthermore we may assume 
f and g to be coprime because k[t^,...,t^J is a UFD. 
Then
dq = ------
:
and thus = 0 if and only if f ^ g = f . Suppose
q'^  = 0; then f|f^ and g|g^ since f end g are coprime. 
If f*^=0 then g ^ = 0  and. by (ii) this would imply 
that qck. Hence f^ / 0 / g^ and so
f ^ = f ^ f and S ^ =  e ^ e
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for some f^, Now (iii) implies that,
in fact, f2 B^d belong to k; but this is impossible 
since in f and g new indeterminates are introduced.
d
Hence q € ker d and this completes the proof of (iv). 
Proposition 3.4. Let k be a commutative field of charac­
teristic 0 and let K be a finitely generated regular ex­
tension of k. Then k has a regular extension L, contain­
ing K, with a derivation D such that kerD = k.
Proof. The above lemma provides the required field ex­
tension of K and derivation if K is form k(t^,...,t^). 
Assume E=k(t^,...,t^)(a) where a is algebraic over 
k(t^,...,t^), but not over k. Let F and d be as in the 
above lemma and embed K  in L = F(a); then L is a regular 
extension of k and, by Lemma 3.3 (iv), kerd = k. Now d 
extends uniquely to a derivation, say D, on L; writing 
p for the minimal polynomial of a over F we have
_Da — ,
P' (a)
where p* is the usual derivative of p and p^ is obtained 
from p by applying d to its coefficients (cf. [Ï6; 
Thm.4.3.5]). Not all the coefficients of p are in k since 
a is not algebraic over k; hence p ^ / 0 and so a^/ 0 .  
Let b € L \ k ,  we claim that b^/ 0; this would clearly 
imply that kerD = k. If b is an element of F then 
h^ = b^j«^0, by Lemma 3.3 (iv). Assume b^F, then b is al­
gebraic over F, but not over k. By the above argument, . 
putting b instead of a, we see that d can be extended to
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a unique derivation, eay D^, on P(b) and further b ^ /0. 
Now ?(a) is a simple algebraic extension of F(b) so
can be uniquely extended to a derivation, say D^, on
F(a). Thus both D and extend d; it follows that D2 = D 
and hence
b^ = b  ^= b ^/O,
as claimed.
Putting Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3^4 together v/e 
obtain
Proposition 3.5. Let k be a commutative field of charac­
teristic 0 and let K be a finitely generated regular ex­
tension of k. Then there is a commutator-pure embedding 
of K into a field E, such that ctrE = k and [E:k] =00 . 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 we have a regular extension L 
of k, containing K, and a derivation D on L whose kernel 
is k. K  is clearly commutator-pure in L. Set 
E = L((y;1,B)); by Lemma 3.1 L, hence also K, is commu­
tator-pure in E. From the same lemma we deduce that 
ctrE = k and that E is infinite dimensional over k.
To see that not every commutative extension of k can 
be embedded in a field with properties as in the above 
proposition, assume that K  contains two distinct elements, 
and p, algebraic over k, with the same minimal poly­
nomial. In any extension E of K, with centre k, and ^ 
are conjugates by the Skolem—Noether theorem. Hence for 
the embedding E C. E to be commutator-pure ck and P 
would have to coincide because E is commutative.
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3.4 Applications
Prom Theorem 2.4, Corollary we know that if R is a 
fully atomic strong GE-ring with universal field of frac­
tions U, in order to describe, the structure of we
have to find G(R) D  . Now we shall consider two 
classes of rings, namely: skew polynomial rings K[x; J , 
where K is a field and c^€ EndD, and free E-rings E, <X) 
where E is a field with centre k. All these are filtered 
rings with weak algorithm and hence fully,atomic strong 
GE-rings (cf. [4; Thm.2.2.4,.Thm2.2.5 and Exercises 2.4.6 
and 2.4.73). In particular, we shall prove that if E and 
k are fields which satisfy the hypotheses of the specia­
lization lemma then E^^X) is commutator-pure. This re­
sult will be used to show that certain related rings are 
also commutator-pure.
Let K be a field and let c< be an endomorphism of 
K, put R = K[x; c<3 . The commutation rule for x is
ax = xa^ for all a 6 K.
R is a right Ore domain so U(R) is its usual field of 
quotients, E(x;(<), which will be denoted by U. Further 
G(R)=K^, as is easily checked. Using the same commuta­
tion formula we can form the ring of formal power series 
S = K[[x ;o(]] which is a local right PID. Write F for its 
field of quotients K((x;K)); we note that every element 
of F can be written in the following form:
x^ (a+h) x"^.
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where t, c c W ,  a 6 K "  and h E . The commuting square 
of embeddings
R -- ► U
I I
S — F
will be used to determine G(R)nu^' = . Retain­
ing the above notation we first prove 
Lemma 5.1. Let f, g C a n d ,  considered as elements 
of F, put
*^1 ig —S^
f = x  (a+f^) X - and g = x ‘^ (b+g^)x
where t^, tg, g^, g^éOsI, a, b e K ^  and f^, g^€ xS. Then
(f,g) = x"°(c+h)x-\
where m = s^+Sg and
1 o<^ 2 , c^ '^ 1 c^2 otl
c = ( a “^) (b-1) a b
Proof. Using elementary facts about F we have 
(f ,g) =
tn -S-, t« -Sp
X (a+f^)x X (b+g^)x
for suitable f^, g^£xS. By the commutation rule posi­
tive powers of x can be moved to the left while negative 
powers of x can be moved to the right and thus we obtain
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for suitable f^ \  The assertion
now easily follows.
Let us call an element c of K an *=< —commutator if
c = ( a - i r " " ( b - i r W ' ^
for some a, b 6 and n^^^O (e.g. 1-commutators are' 
just the usual commutators). Assume now that
d = n  (f. ,g. )£ G(R)nU^' = K^r\u^‘, 
i=l ^
where f^ ,^ gj^£U^, and let
fi = 1 g, =
b^ € K , f^^,.g^^^xS, ^i2’ ^il^ ^i2 ^ M ,
i=l,...,n. Put ^i“^il*^^i2’ the above lemma we have
n m. , cvr^ i2 , a<hl J^i2 ^^11 -m.
d= H x  ^((aT^r (b-^r bj +h.)x ^
i=l
where h^€xS. We may again pull through positive powers
of X to the left and negative powers of x to the right;
setting m = ^  m. and m! = ?" m . we find 
i ^ j/i ^
x - d x - = d ^ “ =
n , J h 2 M )
= n  ( a : T  (b:h a'. b
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.^'here h * £ x S  and, in fact, h* = 0 since d*^  e E. We
have shown part of
Proposition 4.2. Let E be a field and let <k’€ End E .
Put R=E[x;o<J and U = E(x;<<); then
0(R) A  U = ^ d é K " I d is a product of
-commutators for some m2iO^.
Proof. It remains to show that if is a product of
^-commutators then d € E ^ H u ^ * .  Let a, b 6 E^ and
let n^^lKJ, i=l,2,3,4. Then
^2 "*^ 4 3^ 3 -n-|
f = X ax and g = x b x
are elements of and further
It follows that «K,-commutators belong to G(R)0 U^*.
XNow let d € E be such that for some m 2T 0 d is a
-yr •y-i
product of (^-commutators. Then clearly d € E f\ U
and, since ^  =x~^dx^, d is also in E^ , as
claimed.
Assuming that is an automorphism, the above 
proposition states that G(R) f\ is the subgroup of
E^ generated by the oC-commutators. If c>< is inner,' it is 
easily checked that each -commutator is a product 
of commutators. Hence, in this case, R is commutator- 
pure and so
^xab g gxab ^ d (r ), 
by Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2. At the other extreme we
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fields with an hutomorphism such that every
element of the field is a product of commutators; 
then U^^^=D(R). For instance, let K be the algebraic 
closure of F^ and consider the automorphism 
«< : a *  a^. For each a t K
a-1 ^  = aP-1
is an •<-commutator. Moreover every element of is a 
(p-1)^^ root and hence an «<-commutâtor.
We now turn to free E-rings. Let E be field with a 
central subfield k and let X be a set. We have seen that 
E^{x) is a fully atomic strong GE-ring. We first show 
Proposition 4.3. Let E be a field with centre k and let
X be a set. Assume that (i) k is infinite and
(ii) fE:kJ=oo. Then E^{x} is commutator-pure.
Proof. The group of units of E ^ ^ )  is E^ so we have to 
prove that
Let d € A  and assume that
n
d = n  ( a , b ) ( a , b^ € E^^X , n ^  1 ).
i=l
By Theorem 1.3.2 we can choose a homomorphism of an E-sub-
ring of Ej^ -fx:^ , containing ... ,n»
onto E, which' keeps d fixed. We find that d is a product 
of commutators in E^ , hence E ^ O  Ej£*(rx^^E^. The reverse
inclusion is obvious.
In order to prove similar results v/hen (i) or (ii)
XI
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of the hypotheses is not satisfied we prove 
Lemma 4.4. Let f : R S be an honest, commutator- 
pure homomorphism of Sylvester domains. If S is com­
mutator-pure so is R.
Proof. By Theorem 1.2.1 we have the commuting diagram
R ---►U(R)
f I i f
s — »u(s) .
let atG(R)r) U(R)^* ; to verify the assertion it will 
suffice to show that afG(R)'. Clearly a^€ G(S)r)U(S) 
and so a €  G(S)* because S is commutator-pure. But f is 
also commutator-pure which implies that a&G(R)'.
Now v/e can strengthen Proposition 4.3. Let E be a 
field with a central subfield k. Suppose that D is a 
field extension of E with centre C, such that k = C A D  
and further E and C satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 
4.3. The natural homomorphism ^  : E^^X) ^  ^^^d
not be honest, but when Y  is honest and commutator-pure 
the above lemma can be used to deduce that E^^^ is 
commutator-pure. This is shown in ' -
Theorem 4.5. Let D be a field with centre k, let E be a 
subfield of D and put k = C H E  . Assume that (i) C is 
infinite, (ii) [D:C] =oo, (iii) the inclusion B C D  is 
commutator-pure and (iv) the natural map 
y  : E^(X) — y is honest. Then E^{x^ is commuta­
tor-pure.
Proof. Observe that if is an embedding then it is com­
mutator-pure precisely when the inclusion E C  P is com­
mutator-pure. Thus the assertion of the theorem follows
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by Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4.
Corollary 1. Let E be a field with centre k and let 
X be a set. Then E^^X^ is commutator-pure.
Proof. Let D be as in Proposition 3.2 and assume first 
that k is of characteristic 0. Then the natural map
is honest; essentially by Proposition 
5.4.2, Corollary of [^ 5], and hence the claim follows 
by Proposition 3.2 and the theorem. Suppose now that 
chk = pji^O. Consider the maps
®k(t^)^^) •
From Proposition 3.2 we know that the inclusion E d D  
is commutator-pure. Further o< and p are honest, by 
Lemma 6.3.4 and Proposition 5.4.2, Corollary of , 
respectively, so is also honest. Thus L, k(t^),
E and k satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. 
Corollary 2. Let k be a commutative field of charac- 
teistic 0 and let K be a regular extension of k. Fur­
ther let X be a set. Then is commutator-pure.
Proof. Put R=Ej^^X^, then G(R) = K^. V/e have to show 
that if dtK^nu(E)’'* then d ( (i.e. d= i). let
A e K ^ n  U(R')^* and suppose
d= n ( a .  ,b. ) (a , b.eU(R)’^ *). (12)
i=l ^ ^
Every element of U(R) can be written as a (by no 
means unique) rational expression with parameters from 
E and X. Let S be a fixed set of rational expressions 
for d, aj^ '^ and b^ ,^ i=l,...,n, further let A be the sub­
set of E containing precisely those elements which are
Ill
present in the expressions of E.‘ Then A is a finite set.
Put Kq for the subfield of K (finitely) generated by A 
over k and write = Then U(R^) is a subfield
of U(R), by Proposition 5.4.2, Corollary, and hence (12) 
holds over U(R^).' Thus if we could show that déG(R^)» 
it would follow that d€G(R)'. Hence, without loss of 
generality we may assume that K is finitely generated 
over k. In Proposition 3.5 we have shown that K  has a 
field extension D with centre k, such that D, K and k 
satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. This completes the 
proof.
As an application consider the free algebra k(X).
By Corollary 1 k(x) is commutator-pure and hence by 
Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2 we may deduce that
= k* X D(k(X)).
The above -theorem and its corollaries enable us to 
show that certain related rings are also commutator-pure. 
Consider first the coproduct
Rg = E LJ kP,
 ^ k
where E is a field with a central subfield k, F is the free 
group on a set X and kF is the group algebra on F over k. 
Let k[x]^ denote the ring obtained from the polynomial 
ring k[x] by localization at ^x^ j i6tSlJ ; it is easy 
to see that
kF= LJ k£x] (x£X)
/ k
and hence
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R2 = elj( U k M  ). U e x )
k k
(^2 ^  sometimes denoted by E^(x,X~^^ and
k(x,X ^>.) For all x éX,  k[x]^ is a FID, hence a fir 
and a GE-ring (cf. [4; Thm.8.1.1]). Thus R^, as a co­
product of firs which are also GE-rings, is a fully ato­
mic strong GE-ring. Set
R^  ^= E U  ( U  k W  ) = E^(x) and R. = E U  ( U  k(x) ) ;
R R k k
then R^ and R^ are also fully atomic srong GE-rings. The 
inclusions
k[x] C  k[x]^ Ck(x)
are epic in the category of rings and hence, by the co­
product property, they induce epimorphisms
Rg R3.
Moreover <=< and ^ are honest, essentially by Lemma 5.4.1 
of [5], so we may take R% ^  ^2 ^  ^ 3 then
U(R^) = [/(Rg) = U(R^). We aim to prove that Rg and R^ are
commutator-pure, provided R^ is so. V/e need a lemma first. 
Lemma 4.6. Let E be a field with a central subfield k and 
let X and y be elements of a set X. Then
(i) ij p 6 k[x] is irreducible then it is an atom 
in E^{x} and
(ii) if p e k£x] and qek[yj are irreducible polyno­
mials and p is stably associated to q over E^^X^ then 
X = y and p = c q  for some c^k.
Proof, (i). (P.M. Colin) Assume p is not an atom in E^{x),
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we show this leads to a contradiction. Let p = fg,
^ (^ Gg g >  1. Clearly f and g belong to
we put R for this ring. Then R is a fir, hence a
UFD by Theorem 3.2.2, Corollary of [ a J (see [/Q for the 
definition); in particular R is atomic. Thus without loss 
of generality we may assume that f is an atom. Further 
p has non-zero constant term so we may also assume that 
P = 1+f^ where 1he constant term of f^ is 0. V/e have
xfg= xp = px = fgx
whence fR O  xfR/ 0. Thus fR+xfR is a principal right 
ideal (cf.* [4; Thm. 1.1. ]] ) and since f is an atom it 
follows now that either fR Q  xfR or fR + xfR = R.
Assume the former, then fh = xf for some h e R and
clearly deg h ='deg x = 1. Moreover the constant term of h 
is 0. Now vfe have
fh = (1+f^) h = h + f^ h= xf = x+:x f^ ;
equating coefficients wefind h=x. Hence fx=xf and con­
sequently; f 6 k[x] . But then g is also in k [xj contra­
dicting the assumption that p is irreducible.
Suppose now that fR+ xfR= R; then f u + x f v = l  for some 
u, v£R. Let a denote the image of a 6 R under the cano- 
nical surjection Ej^ <x) EDO « Passing over to E[x]
we find
T(u+xv) =1 
whence T = 1. Thus
p = p = T g = g
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and since deg g ^  deg g we deduce that degf = deg? = 0, 
a contradiction.
(ii). Set R = and suppose
[P 0\ (q 0\
4 .  i ) ' 4 o  i |  <“ >
where U, V£GL^(R), n^2. Putting z = 0  for all X
we find that x = y and p is stably associated to q over 
^  applying the natural homomorphism ^ E [x]
we deduce that p is also stably associated to q over
E[x] . Moreover, if E* is any field extension of E then
p and q are stably associated over E*£x] . Choose E* so
that it contains a zero of p,, say ^  (e.g. E*=U(ELJk), k
k
is the algebraic closure of k). Now (13) holds with 
U, V € GL^(E*[x] ). Put x=c<; it is easy to see that ^  
is also a zero of q and hence p = cq for some c€k. 
Theorem 4.7. Let E be a field with a central subfield k 
and let X be a set. Put
R =R<X>, R«=E U  ( U  and R,=E LJ ( Uk(x)). (x£X)
^ k k  ^  ^ k k
If R^ is commutator-pure then so are Rg and R^.
Proof. We have seen that U(R-j^)=U(R2)=U(R^); we put U 
for this field. The groups of units of the R^ may be 
determined using Proposition 5.3.4 of £5] > have
G(R, ) = E ^ ^  G(Rg)=E^ ^ (k^XE) C  G(R3)=E^ * ( (x*X)
k k k
where 7 denotes the free group on X. Assume that R^ is 
commutator—pure, we show that R^ is also commutator-pure;
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the same argument works for R^. Without loss of genera­
lity we may assume that X = [xj^,x2,... ,xj . Let
^ € ^ ( 1*3)0 U*', we have to show that d 6 G(R3)*. We know 
d is of the follovâng form:
hut of course the j(i) need not be distinct* However, we 
can modify d multiplying it by a suitable element of 
G(R^)* to obtain
fn fp f 
®---- •••—  » gg€k£x.j’', e g E^.
Si S2 Sn
Clearly, d-, H  d (mod G(R^)*). Furthermore, setting 
f Bnd g = g 2 gp • • • g^ we have
d g = efg~^S  d (mod GfR^)'). (14)
Now f, g 6 R^; further f and g have the same prime divi­
sors over R^ because d^ 3  d ^ S  d ^  1 (mod U^* )• Each f^ 
and g^ can‘be written as a product of irreducible poly­
nomials in k[x^] ; by Lemma 4.6 (i) we thus obtain atomic 
factorizations of f and g in R^. Furthermore the atomic 
factors of f and g are pair\\ûse stably associated over R^ 
(cf. Theorem 2.1 above). By Lemma 4.6 (ii) this means 
that, in fact, the atomic factors of f and g are pair­
wise k—associated^ moreover factors of f c a n  only be 
k-associated to factors of We deduce that for each i
h  = s± (o^tk^)
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»
and consequently:
d^= ec^Cg ... U^' = G(R^)n U"".
We have assumed that is commutator-pure, hence 
and from (14) v/e deduce that d6G(R^)*. This completes 
the proof.
Corollary. Let E be a field with a central subfield k and 
let X be 8 set. Let Rg and R^ be as in the theorem. If
(a) ctrE = k  or (b) ch k = 0 and E is a regular extension 
of k, then Rp and R^ are commutator-pure.
Proof. The assertions follow from the theorem by Theorem 
4.5, Corollaries 1 and 2.
We remark that the converse of the above theorem 
also holds as is easily verified.
In section 2 we have given an example which demon­
strates that the coproduct of fields over a common sub­
field need not be commutator-pure; it also shows that 
elements algebraic over the ground field are relevant 
here* On the other hand, when E=k, Theorem 4.7, Corol­
lary states that the coproduct over k of simple transcen­
dental extensions of k is commutator-pure. Our last re­
sult generalizes this in characteristic 0. Let k be a 
commutative field of characteristic 0 and let be a
family of regular extensions of k. Y/e shall show that
R =  ^_JK. is commutator-pure. Our plan is to construct a 
' k
commutator-pure, fully atomic strong GE-ring S and a fa­
mily of honest embeddings R —^ S with the fol­
lowing property: for each dCG(R)\G(R)* there exists 
such that G(S)\G(S)'. (One could say
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that R ±Fj then locally commutator-pure in S.) We prove a 
couple of lemmas first.
Lemma 4.8. Let P, G, H be fields with a common central 
subfield k. Let o< be a k-algebra homomorphism of E 
into P. Then the natural homomorphism
: E U  G — » p LJ g ,
% k k
induced by is honest.
Proof. Write for the image of E in P, then clearly 
lows:
e U g  = E ^ U G  a  p U I g .
E LJ G = E I— I G and further can be decomposed as fol- 
k k
k k k (15)
Every isomorphism is honest, to see that the above inclu­
sion is also honest consider the natural mans
e‘^ U  G Ç  p LJg p L J u ( e ^ U  G)
k k k
Let A be a full matrix over e'^LJG; then A becomes inver-
k
tible over p| IU(E*^LJG) and hence full over p U g .
E^ k k
Thus the inclusion in (15) is honest and consequently c<*, 
as a composite of honest maps, is honest.
We note that the proof of the above lemma is based 
on the proof of Proposition 5.4.2, Corollary of [5].
Lemma 4.9. Let k be a commutative field of characteristic' 
0 and let L be a finitely generated regular extension of 
k. Then L has a commutative field extension L*, finitely 
generated and regular over k, such that there exists a 
homomorphism L —^ L* which keeps no element of L V k
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fixed.
Proof. Put L* for the field of quotients of LgL; then
k
Jj* is finitely generated and regular over k (cf. [16;
Thm. 4.5.2 and Thm, 4.5.3]). We can consider L as a 
subfield of L* identifying a e L  with a ® 1 6 L * .  Define 
an automorphism Y  L* by the rule
ag)l I— ^ l&>a.
Then restricted to L, clearly has the required pro­
perty.
We can now prove the promised generalization of 
Theorem 4.7, Corollary 2.
Theorem 4.10. Let k be a commutative field of characteris­
tic 0 and let be a family of regular extensions of k."
Then 1 j K. is commutator-pure.
k ^
Proof. Using an argument similar to the one employed at 
the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.5, Corollary 2 
we may assume that the family ^E_j is finite, say of car­
dinality n, and each is finitely generated over k.
We put R = L J K .  . Let T = K. , i=l,...,n; then T is an 
k ^ K
integral domain and its field of quotients, say L, is a 
finitely generated regular extension of k. When n=2, 
this follows from Theorem 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.5.3 of 
[l6j, the general case can be easily proved by induction. 
For each i let denote the embedding of in L by the 
rule
a l(î> ..l(^a<g)l..(X)l for all a6K^;
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then the agree on k. Let L* be p g  in Lemma 4.9 and
let Y  be a homomorphism of L into L* which keeps only 
elements of k fixed. For each i^  can be viewed as a
map ^ Jj* and then
. .•'1
precisely when a 6 k. For any homomorphism A  of into
L*, i e j^l,... ,nj, we define a homomorphism
%  • -- > L*LJk(z)
as follows:
X : a f—  ^ z'^ ^
Hence for each i we have a map
^ i  : K. — ► L*LJ k( z) ;
^ k
and further, the family  ^ & homomor­
phism
^  : R= U K .  L * U k ( z )
k ^ k
by the coproduct proprty of R, Similarly, for each 
je|^l,...,nj let ^  : R — ^ L * U k ( z )  be the homomor­
phism induced by the family of maps
for all a eKj^.
Then ^  and the are honest, essentially by Lemma 5.5.4 
of [5} and hence the diagram
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À
R= U  K.    U = U(R)
k  ^l I
I * L J k ( z )  ------ ► V =  U ( L * L 1  k ( z ) )  =  L * , < Z >
k  k k
commutes using 5^ or any of the and their extensions 
to embeddings U —  V, as vertical maps (cf. Thm.1.2.1). 
Let d £ G ( R ) n  U^* ; we have to show that deG(R)'. By 
Proposition 5.3.4 of [5] we have
G(R)= t  E?
and thus
d _ c^ c^... c^ , °j^^i(j)'
We can multiply d by a suitable element of G(R)* to ob­
tain
di= Cl Cg ...'Cn , kj
and then clearly
d^ =  d ' (mod G(R)').
We claim that d^€ k. Apply ^  to d^: we have
a"^  = (z~^C^^z)(z~^ C^^ Z^  ) . . . ( z"^  C^ '^  Z^ ) e '.
Moreover mod we can pull all powers of z through to 
one side and then v/e find that
^ 1  “<2
C — Cq^ c 2 • •• c ^  ^  \f 0
Now each cT^^ is in L* so c6I»*^nv^*> but L* - ^ 9
J
by Theorem 4.5, Corollary 2 and hence c = 1. It follows
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that for each
c
 _ o<. -1
j = ( Q  ' (16)
Similarly, applying to we obtain
zi)...(z~=^c‘^ ” z’^) .
T~-
Further  ^5 and mod we can pull powers of z
throu^; thus v/e find that
Hence
c'^ i'^  = ( n
and comparing this to (16) we have c . = c . . But Y
0 3
was chosen so that it fixes only elements of k; con­
sequently c .6k for all j and so d., £ k. It follows that 
  3
d^ 6 k n  V^*= 1 and hence d^= 1. Thus we have shown that 
d ^ l  (mod G(R)*) and this completes the proof.
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